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Assessment research of forensic populations has largely 

dealt with finding differences within criminal types. Four-

teen of the studies reviewed found no significant differences 

between types of criminals on test performance. Two of these 

fourteen found no differences between criminals and noncri-

minals . 

The Criminal Thinking Model developed by Yochelson and 

Samenow proposed a continuum of criminality with every person 

falling somewhere between the two poles of responsibility 

and irresponsibility. Perhaps one reason previous research 

failed to discriminate differences was because they had 

failed to first establish if criminals differed from noncri-

minals. 

This study used a 2 x 2 x 2 experimental design to test 

the following hypotheses: 1) The Criminal Personality Sub-

scale (CPS) would discriminate criminals from noncriminals 

better than any of the other test subscales, 2) Criminals 

would differ significantly from noncriminals on each test 

subscale, 3) There would be no significant difference between 

male and female test performance, and 4) There would be no 

difference between Anglo and Chicana/Chicano test performance, 



The tests used were the Amnions Quick Test, Personal Data 

Sheet, 4LFK Test, Criminal personality Subscale, Semantic 

Criminal Thinking Index, Rotter Incomplete Sentences Blank, 

Clinical Analysis Questionnaire (CAQ), and Draw-A-Circle. 

Results of the three-way analysis of variance and discri-

minant analysis failed to support the first hypothesis and 

largely supported the other three. When the CPS was corrected 

for its naysaying response bias, it failed to discriminate 

criminals from noncriminals. The most significant discri-

minators of criminal group membership were socioeconomic 

status, Rotter, L scale of the MMPI, number of times convicted 

of a felony and subject's age. The CAQ factors of Psycho-

pathic Deviate, Tough Poise and Socialization were the strong-

est discriminators of sex membership while the Ammons and 

Socialization subscale were the most consistent discriminators 

of ethnic membership. 
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INDICES OF CRIMINAL THINKING: CRIMINALS VS. NONCRIMINALS, 

MALES VS. FEMALES, AND ANGLOS VS. 

CHICANAS/CHICANOS 

Throughout the history of clinical psychology, the treat-

ment of antisocial personalities has been, at best, a 

frustrating endeavor. These individuals have been different 

in several ways from the majority of clients seen by psycho-

logists. First of all, the sociopath has not usually sought 

psychological help on his or her own. Treatment has been 

forced upon this individual by some agent of society—the 

court, probation/parole officer, lawyer, etc. Such an 

involuntary treatment situation has not fostered the 

development of a therapeutic relationship and only thwarted 

therapeutic progress (Yochelson & Samenow, 1976). 

Another contributing factor to this treatment failure 

has been the fact that psychologists' clinical training has 

been upon a totally different clientele. Most of the people 

seeking psychological advice have been hurting emotionally, 

recognized they have had a problem and have been willing to 

accept the therapist as an authority figure. If anything 

this willingness to accept the clinician's authority has 

been an obstacle to therapeutic progress in that it has 

prevented such clients from taking responsibility so that 

they can lead independent lives. Usually, then, the issues 



that have had to be dealt with in therapy with these clients 

have been: the fostering of emotional independence; taking 

responsibility for one's problems, feelings, and behaviors; 

developing an improved self-concept; developing an appreciation 

and affirmation of one's individuality; and de-emphasizing the 

use of guilt, repression and inhibition as behavioral controls. 

Interestingly enough most such clients have also been 

women and children. The socialization process of women has 

given them the very personality traits that psychologists have 

judged to be unhealthy and have been trained to treat. Some 

of these traits have been submissiveness, emotional dependency, 

repression of anger, responsibility for others' welfare, fear 

of success, and conformity to society's standards of behavior 

appearance and beliefs. (Horner, 1972; Weissman, 1979). 

It is not surprising, then, that psychologists have not 

been very successful in treating the antisocial client. Such 

an individual has been the characterological antithesis of the 

clients most clinicans have been trained to help. The vast 

majority of them have been male, not sought treatment volun-

tarily, been reluctant to accept anyone else as an authority 

on their psyches, believed everyone else had a problem and have 

felt little if any guilt, remorse, or anxiety about their 

worth as persons. The problem for the field of clinical 

psychology, then, has been twofold: treating a client who 

did not believe there was a problem and treating a client 

with theories based upon a different clientele. 



As a result, psychologists have had difficulty agreeing 

on a definition of this exceptional type of client. Blackburn, 

(1975) found that "although the term psychopath1 is widely 

used, difficulties have arisen since the necessary and 

sufficient conditions of membership in the class have not 

been made explicit" (p. 456) . In fact in Chaplin (1968) the 

term referred to an individual suffering from a personality 

disorder which was not psychotic, lacked manifest anxiety, 

and involved inadequate social adjustment. He went on to 

define "psychopathic" as "pertaining to any [Italics adde0 

mental disorder" (p. 401). A more specific definition was 

provided by McCord and McCord (1964) who stated that the 

psychopath was asocial, aggressive, highly impulsive, felt 

little or no guilt and was not able to form lasting bonds of 

affection with others. Blackburn, however, said that this 

definition is a result of subjective impression and hence, 

represents a hypothesis of trait covariation (1975, p. 456). 

A more appropriate label was found in Chaplin's (1968) 

definition of the sociopathic personality. He said such an 

individual was one "whose disturbance is in the area of social 

relations, particularly one with sexual anomalies or antisocial 

behaviors, or whose attitude could be described as asocial" 

(p. 467). This definition emphasized the difficulty in 

adhering to society's standards and the lack of importance 

placed upon adherence to these standards. 

An interesting and different way of conceptualizing the 



definition of the antisocial personality has been provided in 

Yochelson and Samenow's (1976) book on the criminal 

personality. They labeled such persons as criminals but 

broadened its legal definition to include deviant thinking 

processes that all of us have had to some extent. They 

proposed a continuum of criminality that had responsible 

citizens at one extreme and irresponsible ones at the other. 

The responsible person was the one who did not break the law, 

worked hard, was considerate of others and fulfilled her or 

his obligations. The irresponsible extreme was broken down 

into three categories — nonarrestable, arrestable, and 

extreme criminal. Nonarrestable persons were those whose 

behaviors do not result in criminal acts but who behaved 

irresponsibly by being unreliable, lying, and defaulting. 

The arrestable criminal was guilty of minor violations that 

have seldom been prosecuted. Yochelson and Samenow described 

these criminals as "the failures in Life" (p. 254). Lastly, 

the extreme criminal was the one who was guilty of major 

violations of the law, was prosecuted, and was the most 

dangerous of all. The distinguishing characteristic of this 

new model was its assignment of deviant thinking patterns to 

all members of society (italics added) regardless of actual 

legal violation and prosecution. 

Theories on Sociopathy 

The first theories formulated on sociopaths were attempts 

to explain etiology. Although there were several theorists, 



their theories fell into three large categories — organic, 

sociologic and psychoanalytic (Yochelson & Samenow, 1976). 

Organic theories explained criminality through constitutional 

inferiority of criminals. This constitutional weakness was 

first limited to physical and genetic attributes, but was later 

broadened to include mental deficiency as well. Sociologic 

theories proposed the causes of crime to be economic depriva-

tion, social learning from delinquent peers, and deprivation 

of challenge occurring in the middle class. Psychoanalytic 

theories attributed criminality to the presence of an anal 

character, the absence of conscious controls, maternal depriva-

tion, and susceptibility of id impulses. All of these kinds 

of theories had one thing in common — they all failed to view 

the criminal as exercising free will. They all gave reasons 

for this person's behavior that reinforced attitudes of 

irresponsibility, lack of control and helplessness. It was not 

surprising, then, that the treatment of antisocial behavior 

has met with little success by a therapeutic community that 

was quick to offer excuses for irresponsible behavior. 

In the past two decades theory and research of the 

antisocial individual has changed its focus from understanding 

the etiology of crime to understanding the criminal. There 

have been four major lines of research described in Laufer, 

Johnson, and Hogan (1981) that dealt with personality and 

criminal behavior: differences in the personality structure 

of criminals and noncriminals, prediction of future delinquent 



or antisocial behavior, the degree to which normal personality 

dynamics hold for criminal populations, and individual 

differences between types and groups of offenders. 

Research on the personality differences distinguishing 

criminals from noncriminals was done by Eysenck and Eysenck 

(1970) and was based on one author's personality theory. 

H. J. Eysenck proposed that criminals would have elevated 

scores on extraversion (E), neuroticism (N), and psychoticism 

(P) scales (Barack and Widom, 1978). He believed criminals 

would score high on E and N because he thought extraverts 

condition poorly and that neuroticism acted as a drive 

reinforcing extraverted or introverted tendencies favoring or 

disfavoring antisocial conduct. When their study showed 

prisioners to have higher P and N values than the controls, 

Eysenck and Eysenck (1970) reported, "Prisioners as a whole 

differ in their personality make-up from noncriminal controls, 

and these differences are predictable from theory" (p. 2 3 6 ) . 

Chandler (1978) also found criminals scored higher on E and 

N than did normals. Burgess (1972) created a new factor from 

Eysenck's E and N factors that he thought distinguished 

criminals from noncriminals much better than did Eysenck s 

variables. He called this new factor "hedonism". Unfortunately 

there has not been much research on this hedonism factor. 

A great deal has, instead, focused on predicting future 

criminal behavior, especially violent behavior. 

A leading contributor to this second line of research has 



been Megargee and his theory of overcontrolled hostility. 

Megargee's theory was psychoanalytic in that it adopted a 

hydraulic explanation of aggression. He said the overcon-

trolled hostile person was the one who did not often express 

hostility, allowed this hostility to build up and then finally, 

had it "explode" in violent murder. (McDonald & Paitich, 1981). 

Support for Megaree's overcontrolled hostility (0-H) 

theory has been largely equivocal although the latest research 

(Audubon & Kirwin, 1982) has given partial support for the 

theory through its refinement. Chandler (1978) found that 

extreme acts of violence were committed by the more passive, 

submissive, introverted, ectomorphic types while the less 

severe acts of violence were done by dominant, aggressive and 

athletic offenders. A study by Dieker (1974) also supported 

Megargee's theory in that violent criminals scored higher on 

control and lower on hostility than nonviolent criminals did. 

Deiker, however, found a more parsimonious explanation for 

these results than that provided by the 0-H theory. He 

attributed the results to a naysaying response style. 

Megargee & Cook (1975) tested Deiker's conclusion and found, 

after reconstructing the 0-H Scale into four balanced scales, 

that the validity of the 0-H Scale was not dependent on a 

naysaying response style. In a later study (McDonald & 

Paitich, 1981) Megargee's "drainage" hypothesis of aggression 

was not supported. Subjects in the homicide group were not any 

more controlled than any other group. These authors, in fact, 
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found alcohol consumption to be a greater contributing factor 

to murder than any overcontrol trait. Lastly, a study by 

Audubon & Kirwin (1982) refined Megargee's theory: 

The results reported in this study suggest that exogenous 

deviants who are undercontrolled and manifesting poor 

defenses may act our very violently and then become 

overcontrolled and highly defensive under scrutiny 

following the commission of the crime (p. 310). 

The last two lines of research previously mentioned 

(normal personality dynamics in criminals and individual dif-

ferences between types of offenders) actually have dealt with 

"between group" and "within group" kinds of research. Of 

these two kinds of research, the overwhelming majority of 

studies have dealt with the description of individual differ-

ences within the criminal category. The idea that this new 

direction in research should be taken was advanced by Eysenck 

& Eysenck (1970) when they said 

It would seem to follow that by paying attention to 

differences within the criminal group . . . we should 

be able to get much greater differences between controls 

and homogeneous groups of criminals than we have obtained 

from our total group of criminals (p. 236). 

This line of research, however, has not yielded very 

elucidating results. Comparisons between types of criminals 

have largely found equivocal results. That is to say, that 

psychological personality tests of subcategories of criminals 



such as assaulters, murderers, forgers, sex offenders, 

burglars etc. have not found significant differences in test 

performance. As a result, it has been difficult to diagnose 

or differentiate one type of criminal from another and to 

some extent to distinguish criminals from noncriminals. Before 

elaborating on the within-group research on criminals and 

discussing its contradictory results, a new model about 

criminality will be studied that has explained much of this 

research. 

Criminal Thinking Model 

In 1976 Yochelson & Samenow published their first volume 

entitled The Criminal Personality. This work dealt with the 

description of the criminals' personality characteristics 

including his behaviors, attitudes, attributions and thought 

processes. The second volume dealt with the treatment of 

these characteristics and a third volume, not yet published, 

will have dealt with the treatment of drug abusers. It was, 

however, the criminals' thought processes that fascinated 

these authors and formed the basis for their model. 

Yochelson & Samenow discovered up to 57 criminal thinking 

patterns exhibited by the criminal clients in their study. 

This 14 year study, however, was a "phenomenological" 

study and not an empirical one. The senior author, Dr. 

Yochelson, at first approached 16 criminals who were patients 

at Saint Elizabeth's Hospital in Washington, D. C., and who 

were declared "not guilty by reason of insanity" (NGBRI). 
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Of these 16, 13 participated in the study. The subject pool 

was later broadened to include up to 240 patients evaluated 

for determination of mental condition at the time of the crime 

and nonhospital subjects which consisted of parolers, pro-

bationers, nonarrested street criminals, college dropouts, 

students with poor school performance, and persons in a 

community clinic that were judged to be antisocial. These 

subjects were of average intelligence, between the ages of 

15 to 55, all male, Black and White (with a majority being 

Black) and included drug users as well as nonusers. In sum 

then, the subjects had a "wide range of backgrounds with 

respect to socioeconomic status, religious preference, and 

domestic stability" (p. 4). 

In terms of the actual procedure used, both authors 

had guaranteed priveleged communication and no administrative 

authority over the subjects. The hospital agreed not to 

ask them to testify in court. Subjects were not included 

in the study until they had been evaluated for their mental 

states and neither author was involved in the assessment 

process. In this way a therapeutic environment fostering 

honest self-disclosure on the part of the criminal was 

created. The authors made it clear to the subjects that 

their purpose was to gain information only and that this 

information would not be used either for or against them. 

Of those that participated in the study an exhaustive history 

was taken. This history included a study of each family 
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member as seen by the criminal, the immediate environment, 

school patterns grade by grade, job patterns (including 

military service), social patterns, sex and marriage, 

religious life, physical health, and antisocial patterns 

including experience in confinement (Yochelson & Samenow, 

1976, p. 5). The reward for each subject was five sessions 

of therapy a week for twenty weeks. 

The purpose of their research was to find the underlying 

motivational factors that led to crime. They stated in 

Volume I, "We wanted to know what differentiated mentally 

ill criminals from nonmentally ill criminals and each of 

these from other segments of the psychiatric population" 

(p. 4). Initially, Yochelson & Samenow categorized criminals 

into sex, assault and property violators and believed that 

each of these categories was mutually exclusive. However, as 

a result of the guaranteed priveleged communication, they 

found that "the child molester was also a gunman, and the 

thief a rapist" (p. 6). 

The 14 years of study (1961-1975) are summarized in 

Chapter 3 of The Criminal Personality. As of May, 1975, 240 

subjects had been studied. All except three of these were 

male criminals, 162 were classified as hard-core criminals, 59 

were in community clinics and ranged from 13 to 21 years old, 

13 were not participants in the program for change, and six 

were children under 13 years of age. In terms of the number 

of hours spent with each subject: 17 received 1000 hours or 
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more of therapy, seven received 500 to 1000 hours, 23 received 

50 to 100 hours, 72 received 10 to 50 hours and 93 received 

less than 10 hours. 

Judged by empirical standards this phenomenological 

study had many methodological faults. First, the criteria 

for subject selection varied a great deal. Perhaps the only 

thing in common that all the subjects had was the fact that 

they had either had some difficulty with the law or, in the 

case of the children, with some authority figure. Second, 

there was no control group. It would have been just as 

worthwhile an endeavor to find out the underlying motiva-

tional factors that lead to responsible behavior. Besides 

not having had a comparison group the study did not control 

for the effects of time. In 14 years1 time the subjects as 

well as the clinicians were bound to have changed in ways 

that were highly unpredictable without a control group present, 

Yochelson & Samenow were likely to have improved their 

diagnostic and clinical skills in this 14 year period. One 

was not sure if the successful treatment outcomes or 

categorization efforts occured with greater frequency at the 

end of the study or at the beginning. 

Another related methodological error was the failure to 

account for the subject recidivism and subject termination. 

It was not clear if any of these subjects were dismissed 

and then re-admitted to Saint Elizabeth's and if they were 

treated on both occasions. It also was not clear how many, 
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if any, were subjects throughout the fourteen year period. 

Other errors in research methodology were failure to list 

the number of subjects falling into each category (race, 

legal status, religion, age, intelligence, SES, etc.), failure 

to elaborate on how the average intelligence was determined, 

failure to define terms, and failure to specifically delineate 

treatment procedure. 

Now if judged by the single-case design paradigm, the 

Yochelson & Samenow study was a great contribution to the 

area of forensic psychology. If the purpose of single-case 

studies has been to gain greater understanding of a phenomenon; 

support or disprove a previous theoretical conclusion, and 

promote further empirical research, then this fourteen year 

study has certainly done all three. Although it consisted 

of 240 subjects, the study was actually a series of intensive 

case studies conducted concurrently and in sequence (S.R. 

Samenow, personal communication, March 18, 1983). There was 

some experimental control exercised in that the authors did 

not assess the subjects and yet had all subjects evaluated 

for their mental state before being included in the study. 

Through the provision of guaranteed priveleged communication 

Yochelson & Samenow were able to elicit a wealth of information 

on criminal behavior and criminal thought. This information 

has had a twofold result—it has found exception to the 

previous sociological and psychoanalytic explanations of 

criminal behavior and it has been the basis of the formulation 
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of a new model which has both described the peculiar thinking 

patterns of criminals as well as explained why traditional 

therapeutic technioues have failed to change the criminal s 

behavior. 

Yochelson & Samenow (1976) listed a total of 46 thinking 

errors characteristic of the criminal—16 criminal thinking 

patterns, 16 automatic errors of thinking and 14 from idea 

through execution errors, since the last 14 errors had more 

to do with the actual criminal act, only the first 32 will be 

elaborated upon. The 16 criminal thinking patterns discovered 

by these authors were the following: energy, fear, zero state, 

anger, pride, power trust, sentimentality, religion, concrete 

thinking, fragmentation, uniqueness, perfectionism, suggesti-

bility, loner, sexuality, and lying. The 16 automatic thinking 

©nnors were the "closed channel," the "I can't stance, victim 

stance, lack of time perspective, failure to put oneself in 

another's position, failure to consider injury to others, 

failure to assume obligation, failure to assume responsible 

initiative, ownership, fear of fear, lack of trust, refusal to 

be dependent, lack of interest in responsible performance, 

pretentiousness, failure to make an effort or endure adversity, 

and poor decision-making for responsible living. As has 

probably already been determined these 32 so-called "thinking 

errors" characteristic of the criminal were actually 32 

interrelated personality characteristics peculiar to the 

criminal. That was not to say that no thinking errors were 
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involved, but rather that errors in cognition were mixed 

in with unusual and antisocial beliefs, behaviors and attri-

butions . 

The authors elaborated on the 16 criminal patterns. The 

first criminal pattern, energy, had to do with the criminal's 

short attention span, motor and mental hyperkinesia. Yochelson 

& Samenow found energy increased, with increasing age. Fear 

related to the criminal's fear of being caught, of bodily 

injury or death and his fear of a "putdown." These authors 

found that this fear of a putdown was one of the most important 

characteristics of the criminal personality. It played an 

important role in each of the other criminal patterns. One 

of the criminal's greatest fears was that of entering the 

"zero-state." The zero-state was when the criminal's self-

esteem was nil. It was a result of his thinking in extremes 

that led to his being in the zero state. If a criminal was 

not the best at something then, in his mind, he had to be the 

worst. 

The anger pattern surfaced whenever society interferred 

with the criminal's behavior. It was found to be exacerbated 

by boredom and used to achieve control. The criminal was 

found to be proud of his manhood, his sexual acquisitiveness, 

fighting, modus operandi and his decency. Interestingly 

enough, Yochelson & Samenow found that no criminal considered 

himself a criminal—all believed they were good people! 

The power thrust pattern descibed the criminal's need to 
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manage others at their expense, need to be "number one" in 

everything and need to pursue power for its own sake. A 

related thinking error was that wishing for something 

guaranteed it or that possibility was fact e.g. if a criminal 

wished he had a car, it was his because he wished for it. It 

was only a matter of time before he would claim it and use it. 

The sentimentality pattern legitimized criminal behavior 

in the criminal's mind. The fact that he, at times, was kind 

to animals or children reinforced his belief that he was a 

worthwhile person regardless of the number or kind of crimes 

he had committed. To the criminal mind it was not antithetical 

to hurt and help the same person. Related to his sentimen-

tality was the criminal's religious behavior. Religion for 

the criminal reflected his thinking in extremes and concrete 

thinking errors. He tended to take religious teachings 

literally and believed that a few concrete acts made him 

religious and therefore, worthwhile. When he was not "perfect" 

he then sank to the zero-state and did not bother to try to 

be good. 

Concrete thinking in the criminal was reflected in his 

failure to discern similarities between situations. He failed 

to benefit from experience not because he did not know right 

from wrong but because his search for excitement, triumph and 

conquest took precedence over this knowledge. 

The fragmentation pattern referred to the fluctuations 

in mental state that occured within relatively short periods. 
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Yochelson & Samenow (1976) noted "contradictoriness is a 

standard component of the thinking processes of criminals" 

(p. 308). 

The uniqueness pattern was the corner-stone of the 

criminal's self-image. The criminal believed that no one else 

could have the thoughts he had and so, thought he was the best 

authority on himself. Related to this uniqueness pattern was 

the criminal's perfectionistic behavior. Perfectionism was 

found in the criminal's search for the perfect crime or the 

"big score." The criminal wished to perform the big score in 

order to demonstrate his uniqueness. Sometimes his standards 

were so high that rather than risk failure (fear of zero-state) 

the criminal would not even bother to try. 

Suggestibility in criminals was found to be quite high if 

it was crime-related. That was to say, that the criminal was 

contrasuggestible with regards to being changed but very 

suggestible when he was looking for criminal action. 

The loner pattern described the criminal's secretive 

lifestyle rather than his social habits. Whether extroverted 

or introverted, the criminal was found not to be very self-

disclosing, warm or tender towards others. He usually joined 

groups as part of his criminal objective. 

Unlike noncriminals, criminals were not found to undergo 

a sexual latency period between the ages of seven to twelve 

(Yochelson & Samenow, 1976). The sex act itself was found 

to be only a temporary pleasure with gratification lying in 
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the thrill of conquest and control. Yochelson & Samenow 

found this sexuality pattern applied equally to men and women. 

They described a "pimp-prostitute" relationship in which each 

got what was valued and gave what was not. Each was used but 

each believed he or she was the user or rather, the person in 

control. 

The last pattern, lying, referred to the criminal's habit 

of lying. He lied when he did not need to, about things that 

had little significance, and mostly to build himself up. The 

criminal was found to tell more lies of omission than commis-

sion and to lie through the use of assent (i.e., outward agree-

ment without following through). 

Yochelson & Samenow went on to describe 16 more criminal 

patterns that occured quite automatically. One of these was 

the "closed channel"—the criminal's failure to disclose, 

lack of receptivity and lack of self-criticim. Another 

pattern was the "I can't" stance which excused behaviors the 

criminal failed to do. Related to this pattern was the victim 

stance in which the criminal failed to take responsibility for 

his behavior. The "lack of time perspective" pattern meant 

that the criminal failed to delay gratification. In the 

"ownership" pattern the criminal valued the acquisition of an 

object more than the possession of that object. Other 

automatic criminal patterns described by these authors were 

failure to put oneself in another's position, failure to 

consider injury to others, failure to assume obligation, 
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failure to assume responsible initiative, fear of fear, lack 

of trust, refusal to be dependent, lack of interest in 

responsible performance, pretentiousness, failure to make an 

effort or endure adversity, and poor decision-making for 

responsible living. In this last pattern the criminal was 

found to prejudge others, not understand how responsible people 

think, and to not consider alternatives when problem-solving. 

Although their model is known as a Criminal Thinking 

Model, these 32 patterns actually reflected personality 

characteristics or behaviors more than they described errors 

in cognition. However, criminal errors in thinking have been 

sifted from these characteristics. There were actually, 

then, ten criminal thinking errors: a) dichotomous thinking, 

b) transparency—the belief that everyone knows one is worth-

less, c) permanence—the belief that this knowledge of one's 

worthlessness will never be forgotten, d) possibility is 

fact, e) good behaviors prove the criminal's worthwhileness, 

f) deficit in recognizing behavior patterns, g) deficit in 

object identification, h) lack of object constancy, i) one can 

control others without being controlled, and j) belief that 

he/she is not a criminal. (Appendix A). 

A few of these cognitive errors have needed further 

elaboration. The "possibility is fact" error referred to the 

criminal's attribution of ownership to any object he/she 

wished to possess. This attribution was an automatic one, 

according to Yochelson & Samenow. The deficit in recognizing 
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behavior patterns referred to the criminal's difficulty in 

discerning similarities between interpersonal situations or 

between individual behaviors in similar social situations. 

The deficit in object identification referred to the dif-

ficulty criminals have had in taking another person's perspec-

tive as well as the difficulty they have had in engaging in 

fantasy. The lack of object constancy was related to the 

criminal's fragmentation characteristic. It referred to the 

psychodynamic "object" and not necessarily to Piaget's 

"object". It applied to self as well as to others. Lastly, 

the belief that one can control others without being controlled 

referred to the "pimp-prostitue" manipulative relationships 

between criminals. Each party exchanged something that was of 

little value (in that person's judgment) for something of great 

value. In this way each person viewed himself/herself as 

controlling the other. 

Besides having described and elaborated upon the 

criminal's personality, the Criminal Thinking Model has also 

drawn some importantly different conclusions about the 

criminal than has traditional psychoanalytic and sociologic 

theory. First, Yochelson & Samenow (1976) found that 

"contradictoriness is a standard component of the thinking 

processes of criminal's" (p. 308). The reason for this 

contradictoriness was that the criminal was motivated to do 

whatever was right for him at that moment and that usually 

meant providing excitement and thrills. This did not mean 
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that the criminals could not delay gratification or did not 

know the difference of right from wrong—he could do so 

if it meant greater thrills through a criminal act that was 

well-executed (i.e. "the big score"). 

Another conclusion of this model was that "the criminal 

has conscious control over both his thinking and his action" 

(p. 311). The criminal, then, was found to behave in several 

contradictory ways and exhibit contradictory attitudes 

because at any given moment that attitude and behavior was 

suiting his purpose and achieving a criminal aim. 

Still another conclusion was the criminal's lack of 

conviction. The authors stated, 

If we adopt a definition of conviction that entails not 

only the holding of a belief over time, but also a 

sustained implementation of the belief, then we must 

say that it is impossible for the criminal to havex a 

conviction (p. 310). 

Yochelson & Samenow also found that "a criminal's involvement 

in one crime does not preclude another" (p. 346) such that 

"there is no such person as a criminal who is only a 'sex 

offender'" (p. 348). 

These findings, then, have been opposite to those pro-

posed by both sociologic and psychoanalytic theory in that 

they characterize the criminal as exherting free will and 

being very much a manipulator, rather than a victim, of his 

environment. When factors such as race, socioeconomic level 
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and educational level were taken into account, Yochelson & 

Samenow found "White or black, rich or poor, college graduate 

or grade-school-dropout—none of these variables seemed to be 

casual" (p. 16). The criminal thinker, then, was found to be 

an opportunistic, thrill-seeking, hedonistic individual who 

had the ability to live responsibly but chose not to do so. 

Although this criminal thinking model has not been 

tested or empirically studied in the psychological research 

journals, it has been able to explain a great deal of the 

contradictory results obtained in the current literature 

on antisocial personalities. One area of research that 

heretofore has yeilded equivocal results has been the 

individual differences research on criminals. Laufer et 

al. (1981) noted that "persons representing major criminal 

offense categories can be only weakly distinguished from 

one another by using standard scales of the best conventional 

inventories" (p. 179). 

Individual Differences Research 

One of the most frequently used tests in the personality 

assessment of criminals has been the Minnesota Multiphasic 

Personality Inventory (MMPI). Studies that have used the 

MMPI, however, have largely yielded confusing results. One 

study (Quinsey, Arnold & Pruesse, 1980) found that the MMPI 

did not discriminate between the following offense types: 

murder of family member, murder of nonrelative, rape, arson, 

child molesting or property crime. However, the MMPI was 
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found to relect the offenders* high level of psychopathology. 

With regard to code types, Arraentrout & Hauer (1978) found 

that there was no clear trend for the 4-8 type to occur any 

more frequently for rapists than for non-rapists. They 

cautioned "against arguing that the nature of the sex offense 

committed allows accurate prediction of an individual's MMPI 

two-point code type" (p. 332). Anderson & Kunce (1979) also 

found that attempts to differentiate MMPI group profiles of 

sex offenders from profiles of non-sex offenders have yielded 

few significant findings. Even attempts to discriminate or 

predict the profile scores of normal, sociopathic, neurotic, 

and psychotic groups have failed when applying Goldberg's 

rules (Holland & Watson, 1978). A study done by Kurlychek & 

Jordan (1980) found that offenders judged responsible (by the 

American Law Institute rule) as well as those judged irres-

ponsible had similar MMPI profiles. The nonresponsible group 

tended to have 8-6 code types while the responsible group 

tended to have 8-7 types. 

Even when other less popular tests have been used, the 

results have again been equivocal. McDonald & Paitich (1981) 

used the Elizur Hostility Scale, Megargee's Overcontrolled 

Hostility Scale, De Vos Hostility Scale and the Sixteen P-F 

tests and found that they did not discriminate among murders, 

assaulters, thieves and unemployed noncriminal controls. 

Both the Elizur and De Vos scales have been formulated from 

the Rorschach while Megargee's Overcontrolled Hostility Scale 
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has been developed from the MMPI. These authors found the 

Sixteen Personality Factor (P-F) Test to be especially poor 

at discriminating among the four categories as it rated all 

four groups as above average in emotional stability. Another 

study (Laufer et al., 1981) found scores on the California 

Personality Inventory were quite similar for both drug 

offenders and murders. 

These results can be explained by Yochelson & Samenow's 

Criminal Thinking Model. This model has predicted that there 

have been no significant differences in criminal types because 

they all have exhibited criminal thinking patterns. Another 

confounding variable has been the lack of control for the 

purity of offense history. That is to say, it has not been 

clear in these empirical studies if the criteria for 

classifying a rapist has been that he has been convicted only 

for rape or that the rape charge has been the most frequently 

convicted charge or even the most recently convicted charge. 

The McDonald & Paitich study then, may not have obtained any 

differences between their four categories because in actuality 

they were comparing criminals with criminals and their classi 

fication system was an artificial one. 

Some mixed results have been found in two studies. 

panton (1958) sorted 1,313 inmates given the MMPI into six 

categories: white collar, aggravated assault, robbery, pro-

perty theft, aggravated sex, and sex perversive crime. He 

did not find reliable differences in the MMPI scale scores 
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in each of the offense categories (in Laufer et al., 1981). 

However, he found that all the group profiles as well as 

the total sample profile appeared to be significantly dif-

ferent from the standard normative profile (p. 307). In a 

more recent study Christensen & LeUnes (1974) found that 

the L, Pd, and Prison Adjustment Scale of the MMPI were able 

to discriminate between six offender types (burglars, 

forgers, narcotics offenders, thieves, robbers and 

murderers). However, none of these scales were found to 

discriminate between first offenders and recidivists. 

Studies done to predict violent behavior from test data 

have also found little differences in the test profiles of 

violent vs. nonviolent criminals. McCreary (1976) found 

there was no significant difference between assaultive and 

nonassaultive male offenders as assessed by the MMPI. The 

McDonald & Paitich (1981) study found that measures of 

overt aggression on the Rorschach were unable to predict a 

person's dangerousness with any reliability. These authors 

also found that all four groups of subjects scored high on 

the controlled self-image scale of the 16 P-F as opposed to 

the undisciplined self-conflict scale. Lastly, in Clark's 

(1978) study the Fould and the Megargee scales were found not 

to discriminate among nonviolent offenders, violent offenders, 

and nonoffenders. 

Several other studies have found little or no differences 

to exist among criminals. Agutter (1981) found that "none of 
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the demographic characteristics differentiated among groups 

to a significant degree" (p. 4249). Zager in her 1981 study 

found that the similarities among subgroups outweighted the 

differences between them. Anderson & Kunce (1979) summarized 

the failure of tests to descriminate among criminal types when 

they reported, 

this study suggests that attempts to find specific pro-

files for certain crimes are not likely to be success-

ful. Sex crimes of these subjects were not the only 

crimes or problems they had. On another occasion many 

of these individuals could have been the subjects for 

a study on profiles of burglars, assaulters, or 

alcoholics (p. 675). 

Forgac & Michaels (1982) gave a similar example when they 

noted that McCreary's 1975 finding that chronic exhibitionists 

showed greater sociopathy was actually a function of these 

criminal's greater nonexhibitionistic criminality (for which 

McCreary did not control). 

The idea that there was actually a continuum of criminal 

thinking, as proposed by Yochelson & Samenow (1976), has 

been supported by some studies. These studies have found 

that there were few differences existing between criminals 

and noncriminals. McDonald & Paitich (1981) compared 

noncriminal unemployed subjects with criminial ones. They 

stated, "it is surprising how little different these people 

were from criminal groups. Several of them admitted to 
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activities which could easily involve them with the law, 

for example, pedophilia" (p. 553). Carroll and Fuller (1971) 

found that violent offenders and sexual offenders did not 

differ significantly from the normal, noncriminal, non-

clinical general population or from each other on personality 

variables measured by the MMPI. A study comparing college 

students with criminals (Carlson, 1972) found that the 

students fitted in the criminal classes. In attempting to 

explain his surprising results, Carlson stated there were 

three possibilities: college students frequently admitted to 

more deviant behavior, inmates tended not to accept deviant 

characateristics especially when the amount of time spent 

in prison was determined by a good appearance, or some college 

students may actually have shared undesirable characateristics 

with the inmates. 

Not all research studies on the criminal, however, have 

failed to detect differences between groups of offenders. 

Once the broad categories of violent vs. nonviolent and 

sexual vs. nonsexual crimes were broken down into more 

specific subcategories, some interesting results were 

obtained. 

Some of the most interesting results have been obtained 

through the use of the MMPI. Holland & Holt (1975) noted 

that previous research focused on subgroups constituted on 

the basis on non-MMPI variables, using the MMPI or the 

dependent variable in relationship to a variety of independent 
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variables. Some examples of these independent variables were 

type of offense, age, intellectual level, race, adjustment 

to prison, etc. Agutter (1981) found eight distinct MMPI 

profiles with each profile pattern reflecting differing 

degrees of pathology. The highest problem rates were found 

in the 4-9 and 4-8-9 profiles. 

One study has found significant differences with respect 

to age. McCreary & Mensh (1977) studied 362 males referred 

for a post-conviction, pre-sentencing evaluation. Results 

indicated a gradual increase in neuroticism with age; gradual 

decrease in psychoticism with age; personality differences 

were more exaggerated as the age difference between offenders 

increased; offenders over 60 years of age scored lower on 

scale 4 of the MMPI than all other age groups; and older 

offenders were more hypochondriacal, depressed, repressed and 

less impulsive, hyperactive and resentful than younger 

offenders. 

The greatest number of studies detecting differences 

between subcategories have been in the category of sex 

offenses. Armentrout & Hauer (1978) compared rapists of 

adults, rapists of children and non-rapist criminals. They 

found the rapist of adults had the most highly elevated 

8-4 MMPI profile with rapists of children having a less 

elevated 8-4 profile. Non-rapists were found to have a 4-

prime profile. These authors described the 4-8 profile as 

hostile, irritable, unpredictable, impulsive, avoiding close 
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involvement, showing poor judgment and having problems with 

authority. The 4-prime person was described as impulsive, 

pleasure-oriented, socially nonconforming and unable to delay 

gratification. Yet these individuals were found to be less 

hostile and resistive to authority than the 4-8 individuals. 

Anderson & Kunce (1979) found that sex offenders fell 

into three categories. One group had elevations on the F 

and 8 scales of the MMPI and was known as "the bad judgment 

profile". This group believed the woman "asked for" the 

rape and were demeaning towards their victims. A second 

group had elevations on scales 4 and 9, had the best 

pre-rape adjustment and were largely character disorders. The 

third group had elevations on 2 and 4, abused alcohol, and had 

chronic borderline social adjustment. A study on exhibi-

tionists (Forgac & Michaels, 1982) found there were two types 

— p u r e and criminal. The pure type was not involved in any 

other type of crime except exhibitionism while the criminal 

type had been involved in several kinds of criminal activity. 

The study also found the criminal group had greater eleva-

tions on the 4, 8, and F scales of the MMPI. They also 

tended to have the 4-8 profile. Armentrout & Hauer (1978) 

summarized the results of these studies when they said "there 

seems to be an emerging consensus with regard to the primacy 

of scale 4, often in conjunction with scale 8 in the MMPI's 

of sex offenders" (p. 330). 

Only one study has found significant differences to 
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exist between major categories of criminals (Laufer et al., 

1981). This study found that murderers and drug offenders 

differed in the extent to which they demonstrated ego-control. 

Ego-control was defined by the authors as the degree to which 

people moderated impulse and admitted primary process thought 

into consciousness. Low ego-controllers were said to be 

impulsive, stimulation-seeking; have fairly rapid alterations 

in attention; have a preference for novelty, complexity and 

change; and have low inhibitions. High ego-controllers were 

said to be careful, guarded, obsessive and perseverative. 

Laufer et al. found that the murderers demonstrated greater 

ego-control than did the drug offenders. 

These results have not substantiated the Criminal Thinking 

Model in that one type of criminal had more ego-control than 

another. According to the model both murderers and drug 

offenders should have demonstrated low ego-control as this 

characteristic, as described by Laufer et al. (1981), is 

synonymous with criminal thinking. Criminal thinking would 

also have predicted that the low ego-controllers would not 

have been impulsive if "impulsive" is defined as quick, 

involuntary action impelled by emotion. Yochelson & Samenow 

said that criminals have been known to exert conscious 

control over their actions. Criminals have explained their 

criminal acts by claiming impulsivity but they have done 

so because such a claim suited their purpose and it rein-

forced their "victim" criminal pattern. 
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Although these results have not supported the Criminal 

Thinking Model, several studies have supported tenets of 

this model. Especially in the area of the description of 

those personality characteristics peculiar to antisocial 

personalities has the research literature been most corro-

borative of the Criminal Thinking Model. 

Characteristics Peculiar to Criminals 

Perhaps one of the most salient features of the 

antisocial personality has been his defensiveness. While this 

characteristic has not been limited to criminal clients its 

sudden change in direction has been. Kurlychek & Jordan 

(1980) noted that "there is often a benefit for the defendant 

who pleads a mental defense to exaggerate pathology, while 

the opposite is usually true for the already convicted 

offender" (p. 593). A study that analyzed the subject's 

defensiveness, admissions to pathology, and test item 

response bias (Kirwin, 1982), found that high-defensive 

subjects were selectively interpreting items so as to admit 

to less overall pathology than the low-defensive subjects. 

She also found that of the pathology admitted to by these 

high-defensive subjects, the great majority admitted was 

past, rather than present, pathology. A study by Audubon 

& Kirwin (1982) concluded that high-defensive subjects 

scored high on the ego-strength, superego strengths and 

self-control factors of the Sixteen P-F. These subjects 

scored low on the suspiciousness, inner tension and guilt 
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factors of the same test. In evaluating the correction for 

defensiveness scales of the MMPI and Sixteen P-F, Kirwin 

concluded "nevertheless, these scales do not appear to be 

nearly sensitive enough when applied to a Forensic population 

having a critical stake in affecting outcome of psychological 

tests" (Audubon & Kirwin, 1982, p. 304). 

Still another characteristic of the criminal as 

described in the Criminal Thinking Model has been his 

contradictoriness. Tamayo & Raymond (1977) conducted a study 

that found some surprising results. The authors described 

antisocial personalities as self-centered, unable to identify 

with another's viewpoint and unable to accept others as 

persons. They then concluded that such individuals would have 

had negative self-concepts. What they discovered, however, 

was the opposite. These persons did view their identity and 

behavior in a very negative and deviant manner, yet they 

derived a good deal of self-satisfaction from these percep-

tions. These subjects both evaluated themselves as being bad, 

worthless, inadequate with people in general, and as being 

adequate as a person and having average personal worth. The 

authors concluded that 

The psychopath seems to have full knowledge of societal 

expectations and of the norms that define socially 

acceptable behavior. However, the discrepancy between 

such expectations and his behavior do not disturb him. 

He does not conceive that other people may think or 
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construe events in a different way than he does, 

therefore making no effort to modify his personal 

construct system (p. 75). 

This role-taking deficit was another characteristic that 

had been found all too frequently in the forensic client. 

Coffman (1970) wrote that normal people have been known to 

use socially shared, conventional frames of reference in 

describing the "generalized other", a representative of 

social reality as viewed by the self. Normal people (non-

criminals) also have viewed themselves as quite similar to 

this generalized other. Coffman found that the subjects 

demonstrated both perceptual and motivational deficits in 

role-taking and therefore "rehabilitative work with offenders 

should aim toward providing each offender with opportunities 

for the kinds of reality testing which would be most likely 

to result in the learning of society's moral and legal norms" 

(p. 911-B). Tamayo & Raymond (1977) explained that this 

role-taking deficit was caused by the absence of fantasy 

formation which hindered the formation of an ego ideal, the 

symbolization of drives, and the development of foundations 

for a moral life. 

Related to his contradictoriness and role-taking deficit 

was the sociopath's impulsivity. According to the Criminal 

Thinking Model, the word has been a misnomer for the 

criminal's tendency to have rapid changes in mental state. 

Unlike some authors (Blackburn, 1975), Yochelson & Samenow 
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( 1 9 7 6 ) have not attributed these rapid changes to unconscious 

control. They have believed the criminal's actions to be 

governed by conscious control. In agreement with this con-

clusion was the Sutker, Moan, & Swanson ( 1 9 7 2 ) study that 

found "These results are inconsistent with the notion that 

sociopaths . . . are relatively unable to alter their behavior 

as a result of experience, to inhibit impulsive displays, or 

to profit from their mistakes" (p. 3 5 2 ) . 

Still another characteristic elaborated in Yochelson's 

& Samenow's book was the criminal's extensive fears. He 

was found, by these authors, to be afraid of bodily injury, 

of death, of deformity, of the "putdown", of being caught, 

and of fear itself. Although these fears have, at one time 

or another, been manifested in all human beings; in the 

criminal they have been found to be more pervasive elements 

of his personality than they have been in noncriminals. 

Supporting this finding was a study using the Death Anxiety 

Scale (DAS) on 1 0 1 male felons that found that their scores 

were slightly greater than those of normal males (Templer, 

Barthlow, Halcomb, Ruff, & Ayers, 1 9 7 9 ) . These investigators 

also found forgers, murderers and men guilty of voluntary 

manslaughter had the highest DAS scores. 

Lastly, the DeForest & Johnson ( 1 9 8 1 ) study uninten-

tionally revealed the antisocial individual's great need 

to be in control. These authors believed that the practicing 

of a hypnotic procedure would have lead to less stimulus-
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seeking behavior on the part of the experimental group of 

sociopaths. What they found, however, was that this procedure 

worked better with nonsociopaths than it had with sociopaths 

and that the nonsociopaths practiced autohypnosis more 

deligently than had the sociopaths. In fact, after a six-week 

follow-up period, the sociopaths had not practiced the 

autohypnosis at all! 

These findings can be explained very well by the Criminal 

Thinking Model. Since criminal thinkers have believed they 

were unique individuals that only they themselves could under-

stand, they have had great difficulty accepting anyone else 

as an authority on their psyches. Secondly, it was the 

experimenters' purpose—not the criminals'—to decrease 

stimulus-seeking behavior. The experiment, then, became a 

power struggle, as perceived by the criminals, between subject 

and experimenter. 

Nov; that the research supportive of criminal thinking 

has been elaborated upon, attention will be focused on those 

subcategories of criminals that were not studied in the 

formulation of the Criminal Thinking Model—females and 

Chicanos/Chicanas (Mexican-American males are Chicanos while 

Mexican-American females are Chicanas). As was mentioned 

earlier, Yochelson & Samenow in their total number of 

subjects (N = 240) had included only three women! Although 

they mentioned they had Black and White subjects and that 

there was a preponderance of Blacks, it was not clear how 
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great a preponderance that was. In any case Chicanas/ 

Chicanos were not included in the subject pool. 

Female Offender Studies 

Not much research has been done on the personality 

characteristics of female offenders. One reason may have 

been that male offenders outnumber female offenders so 

greatly. Still another reason may have been society's 

reluctance to attribute antisocial characteristics to women. 

As alluded to earlier these were the very characteristics 

that have been judged to be healthy in American society, that 

is, assertiveness, positive self-concept, freedom from guilt, 

and appreciation of individuality and independence. 

In terms of demographic characteristics Hannum, Menne, 

Betz, & Rans (1973) conducted a study on 149 female offenders 

from 1960 to 1970. They found that the average age of the 

subjects had decreased by four years over this 10 year period. 

These investigators also found that the number of drug offenses 

increased in frequency in this same 10 year period. 

Assessment studies on female offenders have largely 

used the MMPI. Two studies (Davis, 1971; Hannum et al., 

1973) have found elevations to occur on scale 4 but disagree 

as to the concomitant scale elevations for female offender 

subjects. Hanum et al. (1973) found the 4-6 profile to 

be the most common with the elevation of 4 being greater 

than that of 6 and both of these being followed by either 

8 or 9. Davis (1971) found the 4-3 profile to describe 
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female offenders as well as it did male offenders. He 

described these subjects as being hostile, impulsive, 

immature, manipulative, lacking a sense of responsibility 

and projecting blame on others. However, Davis's conclusions 

have been highly questionable because of the methodology 

used. Of a possible 1,643 subjects only 32 matched the 4-3 

prototype profile. From these 32 medical records 62 statements 

were identified as significantly characteristic of these women 

and only 21 of these 62 statements described the 4-3 males as 

well as they did the females. 

Other studies on female criminals have not limited them-

selves to the collection of test data, but rather have 

attempted to test theories. Frederiksen (1975) tested 

Megargee's Overcontrolled Hostility Theory on female offenders 

and obtained some interesting results. She found that the 0-H 

scale differentiated highly assaultive female criminals from 

both the mildly assaultive and nonviolent ones. Females that 

scored high on this scale were described as compliant, noncom-

petitive, easily controlled and having few conflicts with 

family. Both the highly assaultive group and the high scorers 

on the 0-H scale were likely to have been victims of physical 

or sexual abuse. Lastly, Frederiksen found scores on the 0-H 

scale to be negatively correlated with depression, low ego 

strength and female masochism. Megargee's theory, then, 

appeared to apply to female offenders even though it was tested 

originally on only male offenders. 
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Another theory-testing study was done by Barack & Widora 

(1978) this time testing Eysenck's theory as well as Burgess's 

(1972) hedonism hypothesis. They found that female offenders 

scored higher than the control group did on neuroticism (N) 

and psychoticism (P). Of the 60 subjects 56.3% fell into the 

neurotic-extravert quadrant and nonwhite female offenders were 

more likely to be in this quadrant than white female offenders. 

The female offenders were also found to score higher on the 

hedonism factor than the control group. Both the hedonism 

variable proposed by Burgess (1972) as well as Eysenck's theory 

were supported by this study. 

Research on the female offender has also attempted to 

compare their personality characteristics with those of other 

groups such as the mentally ill, college students, male 

offenders, and nonviolent criminal females. Thorne (1971) 

in his study of both male and female offenders found that 

generally there was a negative correlation between Sensation 

Seeking Test scores and age. However, while the males showed 

a reliable negative correlation, the females' performance 

was inconsistent. Another finding was that while male felons 

were indistinguishable from male mental clients once age was 

corrected for, the female mentally ill were reliably differ-

ent from female felons and delinquents. 

Leventhal (1977) had ironic results in her study. 

Female inmates felt women in general were weak, less capable, 

unable to control emotions, should be faithful and submissive 
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to husbands and should not drink, smoke or curse while 

college females felt women should assert themselves, play 

leadership roles and maintain their equality. Yet behavior-

ally (as measured by scale 5 of the MMPI) college females 

were more feminine and female inmates were more masculine 

than each of their respective attitudes toward women would 

have predicted! Another study (Sutker, Allain, & Heyerf 

1978) discriminated violent from nonviolent female offenders. 

These investigators found that the violent group responded 

less deviantly than the nonviolent group did on the MMPI. 

Female murderers were found to score low on F and 4 and high 

on K and 5 with the most prevalent code type being 4-5/5-4. 

The 4-9/9-4 profile was found to occur in 30% of the 

nonviolent profiles. Sutker et al. concluded that female 

murderers were minimally involved in a socially deviant 

lifestyle, reluctant to admit to unusual psychological 

symptoms, had limited personal insight, had moderate levels 

of interpersonal anger, and identified less with culturally-

defined femininity than did the nonviolent female offenders. 

Criminal thinking has been able to explain some of the 

findings on female offenders. The high scores on hedonism 

obtained by the Barack & Widom (1978) subjects have been 

predicted from the criminal thinking patterns of pride, power 

thrust, pretentiousness, and failure to endure adversity. 

Criminal thinking has also explained Leventhal's ironic 

results on female offenders and college students. The 
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fragmentation pattern of the criminal permitted the 

individual to attribute characteristics to others that he 

or she does not implement or manifest in himself or herself. 

Lastly, the Sutker et al, (1978) findings on violent females 

being less deviant than nonviolent females actually reflected 

those subjects' ability to "fake good" on the MMPI. Perhaps 

the violent females had more at stake in the assessment 

procedure in that they could have received lighter sentences 

if they appeared less deviant. Since the authors did not 

elaborate on this matter, it can only be hypothesized that 

this was the reason for the less deviant MMPI scores. 

Ethnic Differences Studies 

There is a dearth of research studies that have taken 

ethnic and not just racial differences into account. In 

all the literature there have been only two such studies. 

Despite being the most rapidly growing minority group in 

the United States, Chicanos and Chicanas have not been 

greatly studied in the forensic psychology literature. 

Holland (1977) has commented, "though not extensively studied, 

this latter group, like blacks, has tended to exhibit MMPI 

differences when compared with whites" (p. 72). McCreary 

& Padilla (1977) have elaborated, 

both cultural and socioeconomic factors contribute to 

the MMPI differences between minority groups and whites. 

The variations in the particular scales that differen-

tiated the two minority groups from whites indicate 
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that cultural factors unique to each group may be con-

tributing to these differences (p. 176). 

Yet in the treatment of Chicanos clinicians have assumed 

that these clients will benefit from the assessment and 

treatment procedures used on Whites. 

McCreary & Padilla, however, have demonstrated there 

were differences between Chicano, Black, and White male 

offenders (1978). These authors provided three possible 

explanations for the differences found between ethnic groups: 

MMPI differences reflected variations in the values, concep-

tions and expectations that result from growing up in 

different cultures; differences were a reflection of the 

overriding socioeconomic variations between racial groups; 

or differences were a reflection of socioeconomic factors 

on some scales and of race factors in certain other scales. 

They found that there were no significant differences in 

occupation but the Chicanos had a significantly lower 

educational level than did the Whites. Chicanos were found to 

have scored higher than Whites on the L, K, 1 and 0-H scales 

of the MMPI. In general more Whites than Chicanos were found 

to score in the sociopathic range while more Chicanos than 

Whites scored in the psychiatric range. 

Holland (1979) found eight of the thirteen MMPI scales 

discriminated between the three ethnic groups. He determined 

from his research that Whites scored lower than Blacks on 

FF 8, and 9. Whites scored higher than Chicanos on 1, 5, 
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and 6. Chicanos scored lower than Blacks on 4, 5, 7, 8, 

and 9. However, this investigator went on to say that inter-

pretation of factors for nonwhites was difficult by the lack 

of information about the meaning of the scales for these 

groups. He concluded, 

It is thus questionable for interpretations of the MMPI 

profiles of various minority group members to be based 

on normative data derived from white samples, although 

such a practice is likely to continue, along with the 

erroneous conclusions it may produce, until further 

information becomes available about the distinctive 

characteristics of MMPI performance among these groups 

(p. 72). 

Classification Systems 

Despite some of the failures to discriminate between 

types of criminals, a few classification systems have been 

developed. Most of these have been done with the MMPI. 

Holland & Holt (1975) noted 

investigators have attempted to derive MMPI subtypes 

among groups of offenders on a completely empirical 

basis, i.e., based on the use of clustering techniques 

capable of identifying types through an analysis of 

the interrelationships existing among the profiles in 

a given sample of subjects (p. 828). 

At the conclusion of their cluster analysis Holland 

& Holt (1975) isolated four different profile groups. 
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The subjects varied in intelligence, recidivism rates, and 

extensiveness of arrest record but did not vary on age, 

educational level, or severity of offense. Type I had a 

non-primed elevation on 4 followed by 9. Type I people were 

capable of making a good impression on brief contact, 

emotionally shallow, and manipulative interpersonally. Type 

II offenders had 3-4-1 profiles with t-score elevations 

between 65 and 70. They were found to be emotionally labile, 

dependent, immature, have passive-aggressive tendencies and 

have low frustration tolerance. Type III individuals had 

scales 2 and 9 between 65-70 t-scores and scales 4, 6, 7, 

and 8 between 60-65 t-scores. This type was known as the 

"subjectively distressed" group that demonstrated stimulus-

seeking hyperactivity. The last category, Type IV, was found 

to manifest a schizophrenic or severe personality disturbance 

with paranoid features, pronounced tension, irritability, 

hostility, rigidity, and social alienation. This group had 

a poor prognosis. 

Three other typologies have been developed based upon 

the MMPI. Sutker et al. (1978) were able to classify 82% 

of the violent and 78% of the nonviolent offenders. Their 

classification system was heavily dependent on scores on 

scales 4, 5, and A. Muirhead's (1978) typology classified 

subjects into one of three categories: the characterological 

scales indicative of subcultural deviancy (4, 5, 7, and 0); 

the psychotic triad indicative of psychopathy (6, 8, and 9); 
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and the neurotic triad indicative of neuroticism (1, 2, and 3). 

Unfortunately Muirhead's typology has done little to increase 

one's understanding of the criminal personality because of 

its over-inclusiveness. It did, however, classify a great 

majority of the subjects studied. 

The last MMPI-based typology was developed by Blackburn 

(1975). This researcher was able to classify 80% of his 

subjects (63/79) into four profile types that were signifi-

cantly different from each other. The 12 scales from the 

MMPI were: I (shyness), B (bodily symptoms), S (suspicion), 

D (depression), T (tension), Au (autistic thinking), R (aggression), 

IM (impulsivity), Pd (psychopathic deviate), L (lie), A (Welsh 

anxiety), and Ex (Giedt & Downing extraversion). Type I 

subjects had high scores on the Ex, IM, R, S, and Pd scales of 

the MMPI and low scores on the I, T, A, and D scales. These 

individuals were found to be undersocialized, aggressive, 

impulsive, and extrapunitive. The Type II-profile had eleva-

tions on all scales except Ex and L was characterized as 

being quite anxious, depressed, socially avoidant, and 

guilt-prone. However, they were more hostile, impulsive, 

aggressive and undersocialized than Type I individuals. 

Blackburn has called these subjects "secondary psychopaths." 

The Type III profile had depressions on all scales except L 

and Ex. These subjects were described as being very 

controlling, lacked anxiety, and defensively denied problems. 

Lastly, the Type IV subjects were found to be shy, introverted, 
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depressed, and only moderately hostile. They also were not 

notably aggressive or impulsive. Blackburn did not find any 

significant differences in intelligence, age at admission, 

number of convictions, or in sexual offenses. Another con-

clusion was that the "primary psychopaths" (Type I) were more 

likely to have committed aggressive and destructive offenses. 

In 1972 a typology was developed by Carlson that 

classified 63% of the sample subjects studied. Using a 

multivariate approach on the Differential Personality 

Inventory (DPI) he was able to identify 12 classes. Class 1 

was the oldest, best educated, and had the fewest fights in 

school while Class 2 enjoyed fighting the most, had the 

greatest number of suspended sentences and got along the least 

well with the guards. The DPI scales were within the normal 

range for Class 3 except for an elevation on the desirability 

scale. In Class 4 the DPI psychotic scale was the most 

elevated with elevations on depression, impulsivity, and 

desirability. These individuals were said to be the least 

satisfied with sex and tended to commit crime alone or in small 

groups. Class 5 had the impulsivity and desirability scales 

quite elevated with high but less elevated scores on the 

neurotic disorganization, rebelliousness, and socially deviant 

scales. 

Class 6 had all scales elevated except for health concerns 

and the three validity scales. These individuals were 

described as having chronic social and emotional instability, 
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the most probations and the least happy childhood. Class 7 

subjects had an elevated psychotic scale and were found to be 

the least educated. Elevations on the cynicism, hostility, 

implusivity, irritabilty, neurotic disorganization, pychotic, 

rebelliousness, social deviant and somatic complaint scales 

were all characteristics of Class 8 subjects. These persons 

viewed their parents as least strict, had the best-planned 

crimes, had the most fights, and felt the least sorry for 

their offenses. Class 9 had elevations on the cyncism, 

impulsivity, psychotic, rebelliousness and socially deviant 

scales. These people had the greatest number of friends in 

trouble in their youth and had the greatest sex lives. Class 

10 subjects did not fit in very well into the other classes. 

They were depressed and had elevations on the health concerns, 

psychotic and desirability scales that were quite high. 

Class 11 individuals were found to have the greatest number 

of previous correctional center terms, rated offenses as the 

most likely to be committed by anyone and had the most people 

with them at the time of the offense. They scored high on the 

infrequency and psychotic scales. Lastly, the Class 12 

subjects had slight elevations on the psychotic and 

desirability scales, had the strictest parents, the happiest 

childhoods and felt the greatest remorse for their crimes. 

Interestingly enough, Eidinger (1981) has been the only 

researcher who has developed a typology based upon Yochelson 

& Samenow's Criminal Thinking Model. This author identified 
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the MMPI items that discriminated between criminals and 

noncriminals. He also studied the effectiveness of the 4-9 

profile in predicting degrees of criminality. Results 

indicated that the 4-9 profile did not necessarily correlate 

with increasing levels of demonstrated criminality and that 

38 items of the MMPI were effective discriminators between 

the control and felon groups. This new subscale was called 

the Criminal Personality Subscale or CPS. The CPS was found 

to be a more effective discriminator of criminal personality 

traits than the 4-9 MMPI profiles. Eidinger's data, then, 

generally supported the Criminal Thinking Model. The subjects 

in this study, however, were Air Force military personnel. 

Eidinger recommended that further research be done on females 

and other criminal groups and that longitudinal studies also 

be conducted. 

These classification systems just reviewed have done 

little, however, to present a consistent description of the 

criminal personality. One of the reasons for the equivocal 

results found by many of the studies has had to do with the 

research methodology, choice of tests and choice of 

statistics used to describe results. 

Critique of Research 

Several of the studies presented in this literature 

review have used the MMPI as a research instrument. The 

reasons the MMPI has become widely used have been its 

effortless administration, objective scoring method 
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objective interpretive procedures, and its well-founded 

validity as a criterion measure (Butcher & Tellegren, 1978). 

Its formulation was, however, based on a psychiatric and not 

on a forensic population. The eight clinical scales were 

developed by means of empirical keying methods using clinical 

diagnosis as criteria. They have provided useful information 

on diagnostic status but "they have not reflected how the 

person is describing herself/himself through the medium of 

MMPI items" (Butcher & Tellegren, 1978, p. 622). 

One reason for the equivocal results in the literature 

then, has been that the MMPI has been forced to do what it 

was not designed to do, that is, test nonpsychiatric 

individuals so as to describe and predict their personality 

characteristics and behaviors. Butcher & Owen (1978) noted 

that over one fourth of the MMPI research has focused on 

two areas—alcohol and drug abuse, and crime and delinquency. 

Approximately 37% of the studies focused on the use of the 

MMPI with nonpsychiatric populations such as women, ethnic 

groups, parents, medical patients, the aged, and college 

students. 

Forensic studies have used the MMPI for other reasons 

besides its convenient administration, scoring and inter-

pretation. The MMPI Pd scale has been a measure of socio-

pathic traits and it has been one of the most consistent 

elevations in the assessment findings of criminal clients. 

The fact that there have been three validity scales to 
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control for this population's defensiveness and manipulation 

skills has been a valuable source of information. 

Although these appeared to be justifiable reasons for 

using the MMPI with forensic clients, the research has 

indicated that its use has not provided many decisive 

results. Laufer et al. (1981) have noted that the reason 

no differences have been found among offense categories has 

been that the MMPI was constructed to assess psychiatric 

disability and interpersonal effectiveness and not for 

detecting differences among criminal groups. Deiker (1974) 

also concluded that "the bias of the aggressive groups in 

the present groups, then, may be a measure of . . . the 

limitations of the MMPI item pool to discriminate between 

criterion groups outside of the clinical categories for which 

the test was originally developed" (p. 201). 

Still another reason for the inappropriateness of the 

MMPI has been its age. Butcher & Tellegren (1978) noted that 

the MMPI was over 40 years old and yet studies pointing to the 

need for MMPI revision or modification have been scarce. 

The use of short forms of the MMPI has also been 

criticized by Butcher & Telegren. They have argued that the 

only short form recognized by the authors and publishers of 

the MMPI consists of 400 items that included all of the items 

necessary to score three validity and 10 clinical scales. 

Other short forms (mini-Mult, Midi-Mult, the Fauschingbauer 

Abbreviated MMPI, and MMPI-168) have been mostly effective in 
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measuring global psychopathology. Butcher & Tellegren also 

concluded that 

although MMPI short forms may correlate significantly 

with the full MMPI, the resulting code-type congruence 

(hit rate) between the two forms is quite low (from 33% 

to 49%) , too low to result in very similar individual 

clinical decisions (p. 632). 

Another criticism presented by Butcher & Tellegren has 

been the use of MMPI-based scales. They noted that there 

have been more MMPI scales developed than there are items 

on the MMPI! Many of these have been constructed by con-

trasting different "samples of convenience" often of hetero-

genous composition or with important characteristics unknown. 

Often they have not been cross-validated and the psychometric 

properties and interrelations with other scales have not been 

reported. Since many new scales have been derived from the 

same MMPI item pool, they have proved to be largely redundant 

alternative versions of existing scales. Butcher & Tellegren 

(1978) have also cautioned researchers' quick adoption of new 

scales as they cannot be assumed to measure the characteristics 

suggested by its name or by its author. For example, Pr 

(Prejudice) and To (Tolerance) both have identical factor 

loadings but are scored oppositely. These two scales, then, 

have been measuring the same thing and yet the use of both 

scales in the same study has occurred on more than one 

occasion. 
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The reporting of group data has been another problem 

area in the MMPI literature. The use of code types that 

summarize personality characteristics of subjects has had 

some distinct advantages (Butcher & Tellegren, 1978). 

Certain configural relations reflecting interactions among 

MMPI scales in relation to criterion variables have been 

used. For example, if correlates of scale 7 depend on 

subjects' scores on 2, 4, and 8; then the 2-7, 4-7, and 8-7 

code types have permitted one to report on these interactions. 

A distinct disadvantage in using code types, however, has been 

the loss of information when a profile has been assigned to a 

code type. These authors noted, 

can we assume that if the group average is a 2-7-8 pro-

file type that the established personality correlates 

for the 2-7-8 profile necessarily fit the group as a 

whole or some subset of individuals in the group? 

No, . . . . It may actually be the case that no individual 

in the group has the code type corresponding to the 

group mean score (p. 626). 

In terms of methodology Butcher & Tellegren (1978) have 

had more criticism. These researchers have found in their 

review of the literature that the most relevant studies 

either have had small sample sizes or have used broad, 

nonspecific offense categories that overlook possibly 

important distinctions such as violent vs. nonviolent, 

assaultive vs. nonassaultive, etc. They went on to say that 
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sample sizes should be large enough to permit conclusions 

about the strength of the relationships that go beyond the 

statement that the null hypothesis was false. One fairly 

common practice has been to calculate multiple correlations 

often on a small sample and announce their statistical 

significance without reminding one that the magnitude of 

these multiple correlations may be quite inflated. Butcher 

& Tellegren have also criticized the practice of lumping 

together subjects differing on some potentially important 

characteristics such as sex, age, race, and socioeconomic 

status. They have recommended the initial subdivision of 

the sample into homogenous subgroups for possible differ-

ences. In terms of the type of control group chosen McDonald 

& Paitich (1981) have remarked, 

if one compares a group of murderers with a group of 

assaultive nonmurderers, much might be suggested as 

common between the two because neither is compared 

with a noncriminal group (p. 549). 

The last area of criticism on MMPI research has been 

the choice of statistics. Butcher & Tellegren (1978) have 

found that almost all MMPI research has been multivariate 

whether or not multivariate statistics have been used. This 

multivariate approach as well as the frequent availability 

of samples of convenience have invited "look-see" or 

"shotgun" studies. Particularly if the sample has been 

small, "chance alone will move a few of these expectable 
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relations up into the 'strikingly high' range" (p. 624). 

Constructive criticism has also been provided by these 

authors. Butcher & Tellegren have noted that MMPI research 

is correlational and that sometimes the strength of the 

relationship is immediately given by our statistics and 

sometimes it is not. They have recommended that studies 

go beyond reporting statistical significance. They have 

urged researchers to also report on the confidence interval 

as well as the magnitude of the correlational coefficient. 

With regards to the computation of clinical scale 

scores, they have made two recommendations. First, in 

research computations the K-correction should not be used 

except as a separate indicator and when using the non-K-

corrected "t" scores the correct conversion tables should 

be used. Although it was not recommended to use K, sometimes 

it helped to do a parallel set of analyses using K-corrected 

scores so as to have them compared with previous research. 

The second recommendation was to use the raw scores in 

research computations rather than the t-scores. The only 

exception would be when the use of t-scores was specifically 

indicated as in the analysis of code types or when combining 

data from both sexes. 

Butcher & Tellegren have also recommended the use 

of complementary assessment measures. Examples listed were 

content homogeneous scales, including factor or cluster 

scales, and the use of "critical items" tests. Both of these 
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approaches were viewed as serving a useful complementary 

role. 

Lastly, in the area of developing new scales, these 

authors made several recommendations. First, consideration 

as to whether the current MMPI item pool adequately covers 

the domain of content of the construct to be measured should 

have been given. Second, the new scale should have been 

conceptually interesting. Third, one should have cross-

validated the scale on reasonably large, well-defined samples. 

Fourth, a report on the internal structure of the scale and 

its relation to other MMPI scales should have been given. 

Lastly, substantial external validation data should have been 

reported with both discriminant and convergent validity 

information provided. 

Taking these recommendations into account, this study 

tested Yochelson's & Samenow's Criminal Thinking Model on 

forensic and nonforensic subjects. This model will have 

been supported if four hypotheses were substantiated. First, 

the Criminal Personality Scale (CPS) developed by Eidinger 

will have had higher correlations with criminality than will 

have had the rest of the instruments given in a test battery 

to each subject. Second, an experimental group of forensic 

clients will have differed significantly from a control group 

of nonforensic clients on each instrument administered in the 

test battery. Third, there will have been no significant 

differences between male and female subjects. Fourth, there 
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will have been no significant differences between Anglo and 

Chicano/Chicana subjects on any of the instruments given in 

the test battery. 

Method 

Subjects 

This study had 119 subjects in a 2 x 2 x 2 experimental 

design comparing subjects according to group (noncriminal, 

criminal), sex (female, male), and ethnicity (Chicana/ 

Chicano, Anglo). Of the resulting 8 cells, each had 15 

subjects with the exception of the criminal Chicana cell 

which had 14 subjects. 

All subjects were between the ages of 18 to 55 inclusive 

and had lived in the United States at least 5 years. The 

subjects were all able to read English at the sixth grade 

reading level or better as measured by the Wide Range 

Achievement Test (WRAT). 

Criteria for inclusion of subjects in the criminal 

category was that they had all committed at least one crime 

and been judged guilty (although not necessarily convicted). 

Type of offense was not considered. Some of the offense 

categories represented in the sample were drinking while 

intoxicated, forgery, rape, aiding and abetting illegal entry 

into the United States, fraud, illegal possession of drugs, 

assault, and murder. All the male criminals came from one 

of two sources: clients referred by Dallas County Adult 

Probation to the Dallas County MHMR Forensic Unit and 
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individuals referred for evaluation by the medical unit at 

the Dallas County Jail. Anglo female criminals also came 

from these sources. The criminal Chicanas, however, came 

from the United States Adult Probation Northern District 

Office in Dallas, Texas and the Hidalgo County Jail in 

Edinburg, Texas. 

Noncriminal subjects initally came from three sources: 

Dallas and Fort Worth church congregations, students at North 

Texas State University, and individuals from Dallas community 

centers. Other noncriminal subjects were friends or relatives 

of previously tested normal subjects in the experiment. 

Instruments 

The test battery consisted of the following psycholigcal 

instruments: Wide Range Achievement Test (Reading Part -

sixth grade level); Ammons Quick Test-Form 1; a Personal 

Data Sheet with demographic and assessment items (Appendix 

B); scales Pd, L, F, and K from the MMPI presented as one 

test (Appendix C); Criminal Personality Subscale (CPS) of 

the MMPI (Appendices D, E); Semantic Criminal Thinking Index 

(SCTI—Appendices F, G, H); Rotter Incomplete Sentences Blank 

-Adult Form; Clinical Analysis Questionnaire (CAQ); and 

the Draw-A-Circle Test (Appendix I). A total of nine 

instruments was presented to each subject. 

The Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) was developed 

for the purpose of assessing reading, spelling, and arithmetic 

achievement. Although administration of the entire test 
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has been recommended, using only one part has been permiss-

ible. The WRAT Reading Test was used as it provided a quick 

screening of the subjects' reading ability. The sixth grade 

reading level was chosen as all tests utilized required a 

sixth grade minimum reading level. 

Ammons Quick Test, published by Psychological Test 

Specialists, was developed to assess word knowledge and so, 

provide a global measure of intelligence. It has been found 

to correlate highly with the Wechsler Adult Intelligence 

Scale. For this reason as well as its purported culture 

fairness and its ease of administration it was included in 

the test battery. 

The 4LFK test consisted of the three validity scales 

(L, F, K) and one clinical scale (Pd or 4) of the MMPI. 

The entire MMPI has consisted of three validity scales and 

ten clinical scales which have been used to assess psycho-

pathology in clinical settings. Since scale Pd has been 

shown in various studies to discriminate between types of 

criminals, it was included in the present test battery. 

The validity scales were included so as to account for any 

undue defensiveness or response bias on the part of the 

subjects. The four scales were presented as a single test. 

The CPS was developed by Eidinger in order to test the 

Criminal Thinking Model. Its 38 items were taken from the 

MMPI and published in his dissertation. This test was 

included in the battery as it was the only instrument that 
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had supported the Criminal Thinking Model. It was thought 

that if the CPS was able to discriminate criminals from 

noncriminals, it would further support the model. 

Yochelson and Samenow identified 40 words which they 

believed criminals defined differently than did normal 

individuals. In the present research 20 of the more commonly 

used words were selected for inclusion in a newly developed 

test—the Semantic Criminal Thinking Index (SCTI). It 

was thought that this instrument would be a better test of 

the Criminal Thinking Model than the other tests in the 

battery since it was a product of this model. The test 

consisted of a list of 20 words that the subject was asked 

to define (Appendix F). 

The Rotter (ISB) Adult Form consisted of 40 sentence 

items that the subjects were to complete into sentences. 

It provided the subjects with an unstructured, projective 

test in which they volunteered information about themselves. 

This information was analyzed as to the prescence or abscence 

of criminal thinking processes. 

Another test selected for the test battery was the 

Clinical Analysis Questionnaire published by the Institute 

for Personality and Ability Testing. This objective test 

had 272 items scored into a total of 37 scales. The first 

16 scales measured normal personality traits while the next 

12 scales assessed the presence, type and extent of psy-

chopathology. The remaining second-order factors were 
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derived from these 28 scales. The CAQ was selected in order 

to ascertain degree of sociopathy, conscientiousness, and 

shrewdness. The second-order factors were also studied in 

order to determine their ability to discriminate criminals 

from noncriminals. 

Lastly, a newly formulated projective technique called 

the Draw-A-Circle (DAC) was part of the test battery. This 

test consisted of eight cardboard circles varying in size 

from one to eight inches in diameter and placed in a letter-

sized envelope with instructions printed on the front 

(Appendix I). It was believed that the power thrust char-

acteristic of the criminal would result in more criminals 

than noncriminals drawing the larger circles. 

Procedure 

Of the 135 individuals tested, 119 met all the criteria 

and were included in the research. Reasons for disqualifying 

an individual's participation were as follows: inability 

to read the WRAT words, not meeting the age criteria, not 

having lived in the United States five years, tearing up 

the test materials, psychotic responses to items, refusal 

to complete the assessment, and inadvertent noncompletion 

of tests. 

The formats of two tests were changed in order to control 

for response bias and provide a randomized presentation of 

test items. Items on the 4LFK test were placed individually 

on index cards and labeled according to Form-R item number, 
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scorable answer, and MMPI scale. These cards were then 

shuffled several times to obtain the random order described 

in Appendix C. Since the CPS already had a random mixture 

of items, this card shuffling procedure was not needed. 

However, the original test had 29 of its 38 items scored 

"False" and so, a naysaying response bias could have accounted 

for Eidinger's results. In order to control for this bias, 

the wording of ten items was modified so as to change the 

direction of scoring from false to true. The resulting format 

(Appendix E) had 19 false items and 19 true items. 

Each subject was first given an explanation of the 

purpose of the study (Appendix J) and a description of the 

test procedure. Examination of the test instruments along 

with the Instruction Sheet (Appendix K) was then permitted 

along with the opportunity to ask questions. The experi-

menter then told the prospective participant that should 

permission be granted, the subject would be receiving a 

$200.00 psychological test battery for free and would be 

given free feedback on test results. Confidentiality of 

test results was assured through the use of code numbers. 

The subject was assured that the signed consent sheet along 

with the test data would be kept locked at the Hillside 

Center Forensic Unit. An Informmed Consent Sheet (Appendix 

L) was then signed by the subject if permission to test 

was granted. 

The experimenter or her assistant then gave the 
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following tests in the following order: WRAT reading test, 

Amnion's Quick Test, DAC, and Personal Data Sheet. The 22 WRAT 

words at the sixth grade level were typed on a sheet of paper 

for each subject to read aloud to the experimenter. Test 

administraion of the Ammons was done as outlined in the 

instruction cardboard of the test. The subject was observed as 

a circle was traced on the DAC and as the Personal Data Sheet 

(PDS) was filled out. The PDS was checked for completeness and 

accuracy before the subject was permitted to continue testing. 

The rest of the test battery (i.e. 4LFK, CPS, SCTI, 

Rotter, and CAQ) was self-administered by each subject. 

The experimenter and/or her assistant remained in the room 

with the subject in order to answer questions, keep the 

subject on task, and check that no item was inadvertently 

left unanswered. If feedback had been requested by tearing 

off the bottom portion of the PDS, the subject was asked 

to call the Hillside phone number in two weeks to schedule 

the individualized feedback session. 

The feedback given to subjects was based upon the results 

of the Ammons Quick Test, Rotter Incomplete Sentences Blank, 

and the Clinical Analysis Questionnarie. The actual inter-

pretation of results was presented after the experimenter 

explained these were only partial results, they reflected 

the person's attitudes and feelings at the time of the 

assessment and that different results might be obtained at a 

later time. 
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Results 

Subjects 

The 119 subjects are compared according to age, religion, 

family size and socioeconomic status (SES). Each subject for 

each variable (except family size) is assigned to a numerical 

category in order to obtain modal values and show the range 

of the numerical values. Table 1 lists the variable cate-

gories, along with their numerical value and description. 

Table 1 

Demographic Characteristics and Assigned Values 

Variabli Numerical Value Description 

Age 

Religion 

Education 

1 18-24 

2 25-34 

3 35-44 

4 45-55 

1 Protestant 

2 Catholic 

3 Agnostic 

4 Atheist 

5 Philosophical 

1 graduate degree 

2 3-4 years college 

3 0-2 years college 

4 high school 

5 10-12 years 



Table 1—continued 63 

Variable Numerical Value Description 

Occupation 

SES 

6 7-9 years 

7 1-6 years 

1 higher executives 

2 business managers 

3 minor professionals 

4 technicians 

5 skilled laborer 

6 semi-skilled 
laborer 

7 unskilled laborer 

11- 20 upper class 

21- 30 lower upper class 

31-40 upper middle class 

41-50 middle-class 

51-60 lower middle class 

61-70 upper lower class 

71-77 lower class 

Note, n = 119. 

aCalculated by the formula—(Educational level category X 
4) + (Occupational level category X 7) = Hollingshead Two 
Factor Index of Social Position. 

As can be seen in Table 2, most of the subjects are 

between the ages of 25 to 34, are Protestant, and belong 

to the upper class. The majority are living alone and have 

four other members in their family of origin. 
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Table 2 

Demographic Characteristics — Modes and Ranges 

Mode Range 

Age 2 1-4 

Religion 1 1-5 

FOOS 5 1-15 

CFS 1 1-12 

Socioeconomic Status 18 11-73 

Note, n = 119. 

Analysis of variance is conducted on group (criminal v. 

noncriminal), sex (male v. female), and ethnicity (Anglo v. 

Chicana/Chicano). The results of these analyses are shown 

in Table 3. Significant differences between groups, sexes, 

and ethnic backgrounds are found as well as one interaction 

effect among all three variables. Table 3 shows there are 

significant differences between criminals and noncriminals 

in age, education, current family size and socioeconomic 

status (SES). There is also a significant difference between 

Anglos and Chicanas/Chicanos regarding family of origin size 

with Anglos having smaller families (X = 5.30) than do Chicanas 

/Chicanos (X = 6.69). 
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Table 3 

Three-Way Analysis of Variance for Significant 
Demographic Variables 

Variable Source SS d£ MS F 

Age G 8.60 1 8.60 12.92*** 
error 73.88 111 0.66 

Religion SxGxE 7.54 1 7.54 7.94* 
error 105.42 111 0.95 

Education G 142.72 1 142.72 109.68*** 
error 144.43 111 1.30 

FOOSa 
E 57.68 1 57.68 10.93** 

error 585.79 111 5.28 

CFSb G 48.20 1 48.20 8.16* 
error 655.52 111 5.91 

SES G 13448.17 1 13448.17 73.76*** 
error 20239.33 111 182.34 

Note. G = group, S = sex, and E = ethnicity. 

cl U 
Size of family when subject was a child, D Current family size 

£ < .01. ** 2 < .001. *** 2 < .0001. 

Table 4 lists the mean values for the criminal/noncriminal 

group on four demographic variables. The table shows that 

noncriminals are older, better educated, of higher social 

class, and have smaller families. 

Table 4 

Demographic Means According to Group 

Noncriminal Criminal 

Age 2.27 1.73 
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~ Noncriminal Criminal 

Education3 2.03 4.22 

CFS b 2.93 4.20 

SESC 31.23 52.47 

Coded one-graduate degree, two-three to four years college, 
three-some college, four-high school, five-up to twelve years, 
six-seven to nine years, and seven-under seven years schooling, 

Refers to current family size. cBased on Hollingshead Two 
Factor Index. 

Religion is the only variable which yields a three-way 

interaction. Table 5 illustrates the three way interaction 

between ethnicity, group, and sex. As depicted in the table, 

noncriminal Chicanas are more likely to be Catholic while 

noncriminal Chicanos are more likely to be Protestant. Among 

Anglos, female criminals are more likely to be Catholic while 

male criminals are more likely to be Protestant. 

Table 5 

Religion Interaction Effect as Shown by Group Mean 

Chicanos-

Normals Criminals 

Females 1.93 1.79 

Males 1.47 1 > 7 3 

Anglos 

Normals Criminals 

Females 1.60 2.33 
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Anglos 

Normals Criminals 

Males 2.27 1.40 

Note. Religion is coded one-Protestant and two-Catholic. 

The term "Chicanos" is used generically. *£<01. 

Table 6 lists the modal and range values for 13 items 

from the Personal Data Sheet revealing criminal behaviors of 

all subjects. These variables of criminality are suggested by 

the Criminal Thinking Model. The table reveals that the great 

majority of subjects report no school difficulties, no legal 

difficulties, never having run away from home, and only occas-

ionally liking thrilling activities and feeling full of energy. 

For each of the first nine variables either one or two subjects 

score the maximum value for that variable. 

Table 6 

Modes and Ranges for Thirteen Measure of 
Criminality Based Upon the Criminal 

Thinking Model 

Item Mode Range 

Truancy 0 0-250 

Repeat Grade 0 0-50 

Education3 0 0-50 

Social3 0 0-100 

Teacher3 0 0-100 

Arrested13 0 0-30 

Convict Misdemeanor^ o 0-100 
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Item Mode Range 

V\ 
Convict Felony 0 0-6 

_ . b 
Prison 0 0-6 

Firstsexc 
18 0-25 

Runaway^ 2 1-2 

Thrills^ 2 1-3 

d 
Energy 2 1-3 

Note, n = 119. 

cl K 
Represent difficulties in school. Represent number of 
times. Refers to age at first sexual intercourse. A zero 
score indicates virginity. Reponses to these items are 
coded one = Yes, two = Sometimes, and three = No. 

Three-way analysis of variance reveals that only five of 

the thirteen criminality variables are significant at the .01 

level or better. Table 7 identifies these five variables as 

number of times in prison, age at first sexual intercourse, 

running away from home, number of times arrested but not 

convicted, and number of times convicted of a felony. These 

five variables significantly discriminate between criminals 

and noncriminals. 

Table 7 

Three-Way Analyses of Variance for Significant 
Criminality Variables 

Variable Source SS df MS F 

Prison3 G 13.80 1 13.80 13.48*** 
error 113.60 111 1.02 
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Variable Source SS df MS F 

Firstsex G 139, .70 1 139, .70 8, .90* 
error 1743, .07 111 15. .70 

Runaway0 
G 2, .24 1 2. .24 12. .10** 

error 20. .55 111 0. ,19 

Arrested G 136. .43 1 136. ,43 12. .13** 
error 1248. ,70 111 11. ,25 

Conv. Fel.d G 16. ,50 1 16. ,50 29. ,31*** 
error 62. ,50 111 0 . ,56 

Ct k 
c Number of times in prison. Age at first sexual intercourse, 

Coded one g runaway from home and two - did not runaway 
from home. Number of times convicted of a felony. 

* 2 < -01- ** £ < .001. *** £ < 001. 

Table 8 lists the means for the significant criminality 

variables. The analysis reveals that criminals are imprisoned 

more often, engage in their first sexual experience at a 

younger age, run away from home more often, are arrested more 

often, and are convicted of felonies more often than are non-

criminals. 

Table 8 

Criminality Means According to Group Membership 

Noncriminal Criminal 

Prison 0 . 0 2 0 . 6 9 

Firstsex 17 .70 1 5 . 5 3 

Runaway3 
1 . 8 5 1 . 5 8 

Arrested 0 . 2 8 2 . 4 4 

Conv. Fel. o o • 
o 1 0 . 7 5 
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cl 
The lower the number, the more admission of running away 

from home occured. 

Test Findings 

The Criminal Thinking Model may be supported by signifi-

cant research results related to the following hypotheses: 1) 

the Criminal Personality Subscale (CPS) scores will correlate 

the greatest with criminal/noncriminal group membership and be 

the best predictor of criminality, 2) each test subscale will 

discriminate criminals from noncriminals, 3) there will be no 

significant difference in subscale scores between males and 

females, and 4) there will be no significant difference in 

subscale scores between Anglos and Chicanas/Chicanos. In the 

present study one is assigned to the criminal group if he or 

she is arrested at least one time. The .01 level is chosen 

to indicate significant findings. Analysis of variance and 

discriminant analysis are used to analyze the obtained test 

scores. A table depicting the mean, range, and standard 

deviation for each test subscale included in the research 

is found in Table M-l. 

The first hypothesis is not supported by the statistical 

results. The CPS did not correlate significantly with criminal 

group membership nor is it a significant predictor of group 

membership. Consequently, it did not appear as a significant 

variable and is not included among the list of significant 

variables in Table 9. Furthermore, an additional analysis of 

the data utilizing the CPS still did not yield significant 
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results even at the .05 level. Tables 9 and 10 present those 

test subscales which are significant in discriminating 

criminals from noncriminals. 

Table 9 

Group Wilks' Lambda (U-Statistic) and Univariate 
F-Ratio with 1 and 117 df 

Variable Wilks1 Lambda F 

Ammons 0.65768 60.90*** 

Pd 0.78906 31.28*** 

L 0.91870 10.35* 

F 0.85920 19.17*** 

Gx 0.94172 7.24* 

In 0.91748 10.52* 

D 0.82952 24.05*** 

P 0.87748 16.34*** 

Rotter 0.70406 49.18*** 

* 2 < .01. ** £ <.001. *** £ <.0001. 

Table 10 

Discriminant Analysis by Group — Significant Test Means 

Noncriminals Criminals 

Test M SD M SD 

Ammons 109. ,62 12. 16 91. ,34 13 .37 

Pd 16. ,38 5. 37 22. ,64 6 .77 

L 3. ,45 2. 25 4. ,85 2 

00 • 
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Noncriminals Criminals 

Test M SD M SD 

F 4.18 5.11 9.13 7.08 

Ex 5.55 1.46 4.77 1.67 

In 6.13 1.62 5.17 1.58 

D 4.24 2.11 6.20 2.25 

P 4.89 2.33 6.64 2.39 

Rotter 119.22 17.20 147.68 26.22 

Research findings partially support the hypothesis that 

each test subscale discriminates criminals from noncriminals. 

A three-way analysis of variance finds that 11 of the 21 sub-

scales significantly discriminate between these groups. Of 

these 11, the CAQ-Ct (Tough Poise) and the CAQ-So (Socializa-

tion) subscales reveal interaction effects (Table M-2). Main 

effects are found among the following subscales: Ammons; Pd, 

L, and F of the MMPI; scales Ex (Extraversion), In (Indepen-

dent) , D (Depression), and P (Psychoticism) of the CAQ; and 

the Rotter total maladjustment score. 

Test findings in Table 10 show criminals score higher 

than noncriminals on scales Pd, L, and F of the MMPI; the 

Depression and Psychoticism scales of the CAQ; and the Rotter 

total score. Noncriminals, however, score higher than criminals 

on the Ammons and the Extraversion and Independence scales of 

the CAQ. 

The sex-by-group interaction effect on the CAQ Tough 
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Poise scale is presented in Figure 1. The interaction is 

such that noncriminal females score the highest while non-

criminal males score the lowest on this subscale. 

Ct 

Score 

7 -

6 -

S"" 

+ + 
Female Male 

Sex 

> 0 Noncriminal 

-X Criminal 

Figure 1. Means for Sex and Group Interaction Effect on 
CAQ-Ct Scale 

The same type of interaction effect occurs on the CAQ 

Socialization subscale (i.e. sex x group). This effect is 

presented in Figure 2 and shows that criminal males score 

the highest on So while criminal females score the lowest. 
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+ —1 
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Sex 
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* - -£< Criminal 

Figure 2. Means for Sex and Group Interaction Effect on 
CAQ-So Scale. 

A pearson correlation is conducted on each subscale in 

order to show its relationship with group class (Table 11). 

The highest correlation corefficient is a negative one with 

the Ammons. That is to say, noncriminals have higher scores 

on the Ammons than do criminals. Furthermore, 12 of the 21 

subscales have significant correlations with group membership. 

Table 11 

Pearson's Correlation Coefficients of Tests with 
Group Membership 

Test 

Ammons 

Rotter Total 

Pd 

CAQ-D 

Correlation Coefficient 

- .59*** 

.54*** 

.46*** 

.41*** 
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Test Correlation Coefficient 

F .38*** 

CAQ-P ^ 3 5 * * * 

CAQ-In - .29** 

L .28** 

CAQ-Ex - .24* 

CAQ-Ax .21* 

K .21* 

CAQ-N .21* 

* £ < .01. ** 2 < .001. ***2 < .0001. 

The same test subscales are subjected to a stepwise 

discriminant function yielding five significant predictor 

variables of group membership (Table 12). As can be seen, 

the most significant variables that discriminate between 

criminal and noncriminal groups are SES, the interjudge reli-

ability score on the Rotter, the L scale from the MMPI, the 

number of times the subject is convicted of a felony, and the 

subject's age. When all variables are considered, a hit rate 

of 95% for the noncriminal group and a hit rate of 96.6% for 

the criminal group is obtained (Table 13). 
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Table 12 

Stepwise Discriminant Analysis — Significant 
Variables Predicting Group Membership 

Variable Tolerance F to Remove 
Wilks' 
Lambda 

Hollings .9771561 26.455 .4834616 

Rotter Av. .9100498 17.467 .4523023 

L .9228304 14.661 .4425751 

Con. Fel. .9333170 13.632 .4390065 

Age .9386986 8.1806 .4201083 

Table 13 

Percent of Correctly Classified Subjects 
According to Group Membership 

Predicted Group 
Actual Group n Noncriminal Criminal 

Noncriminal 60 57 

95.0% 

3 

5.0% 

Cr iminal 59 2 

3.4% 

57 

96.6% 

Note. Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified is 
95.80%. 

The third hypothesis that there is no significant 

difference between males and females on all test subscale 

performance is largely supported. A three-way analysis of 

variance finds only three tests show significant differences 

according to sex (Table M-2) and all come from the CAQ. 
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Furthermore there is an interaction with ethnicity on the 

Psychopathic Deviate (Pp) scale of the CAQ while the Tough 

Poise (Ct) and Socialization (So) second-order factors of 

the CAQ each have a sex-by-group interaction (Figures 1 and 

2). That is, the obtained scores for Tough Poise and Social-

ization subscales are simultaneously influenced by sex and 

group membership. The sex-by-ethnic interaction finds that 

on the Psychopathic Deviate scale Anglo females score the 

highest while Chicano males score the lowest. 

All research variables are subjected to a stepwise 

discriminate analysis in an attempt to predict sex membership. 

As can be seen in Table 14, only three variables reach 

significance—again all from the CAQ. These variables are 

Psychopathic Deviate, Tough Poise, and Socialization. Table 

15 shows that females score higher than males on Psychopathic 

Deviate and Tough Poise. The males, however score higher on 

Socialization. 

Table 14 

Sex Wilks' Lambda (U-Statistic) and Univariate 
F-Ratio with 1 and 117 df 

Variable wTlks' Lambda F~ 

CAQ-Ct 0.94994 6.17* 

CAQ-So 0.93595 8.01* 

CAQ-Pp 0.85913 19.18*** 

*£<.01. ***£< .001. 
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Table 15 

Discriminant Analysis by Sex—Significant Test Means 

Females Males 

Test M SD M SD 

Pp 6.00 1.83 4.57 1.74 

Ct 6.21 1.62 5.40 1.91 

So 5.59 1.51 6.46 1.81 

Utilizing all variables, it is possible to classify 

according to sex membership with an overall hit rate of 78.15%, 

It is easier to predict male rather than female membership. 

Table 16 

Percent of Correctly Classified Subjects According 
to Sex Membership 

Predicted Group 
Actual Group n Female Male 

Female 59 43 16 

72.9% 27.1% 

Male 60 10 50 

16.7% 83.3% 

Note. Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified is 
78.15%. 

The final hypothesis states that there is no significant 

difference between the Anglo and Chicana/Chicano subjects 

on the variables. Research findings generally support the 

hypothesis. Of the 34 variables subjected to a three-way 
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analysis of variance, only 4 variables significantly 

discriminate between the ethnic groups of Anglos and Chicanas/ 

Chicanos (Table M-2) . These four are the Amnions, scale L of 

the MMPI, and the Tough Poise and Socialization scales of 

the CAQ (Table 17). 

Table 17 

Test Means of Two Ethnic Groups 

Test Chicanos Anglos 

Ammons 94.39 106.62 

L 4.71 3.58 

CAQ-Ct 6.20 5.41 

CAQ-So 6.47 5.60 

Note. The term "Chicanos" is used generically. 

Discriminant analysis for ethnicity, however, yields 

somewhat different results. The significant subscales pre-

dicting ethnicity are the Lie scale of the MMPI, CAQ 

Shrewdness(N), CAQ Socialization (So), and the Ammons 

(Table 18). 

Table 18 

Ethnicity Wilks' Lambda (U-Statistic) and 
Univariate F-Ratio with 1 and 117 df 

VarTabli Wilks' Lambda F 

L 0.94698 6.55* 

CAQ-So 0.93529 8.10* 
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Variable" 

CAQ-N 

Ammons 

"Wilks' Lambda 

0.89679 

0.84681 

F 

13.47** 

21.16*** 

*£<.01. **£> < . 001. ***£<.0001. 

The data in Table 19 shows Chicanos/Chicanas score higher 

on Shrewdness and Socialization than do the Anglos. The 

Anglos, however, score higher than Chicanas/Chicanos on the 

Ammons. 

Table 19 

Discriminant Analysis by Ethnicity—Significant Test Means 

Chicanos Anglos 

M SD M SD 

Ammons 94.39 14.18 106.62 14.79 

CAQ-N 6.42 1.87 5.22 1.72 

CAQ-So 6.47 1.70 5.60 1.63 

L 4.71 2.50 3.58 2.31 

Note. The term "Chicanos" is used generically. 

Likewise, when the research variables are submitted to 

a stepwise discriminant function only three variables reach 

a significant level (Ammons, family-of-origin size, and an 

affinity for doing daring or thrilling things). An overall 

hit rate of 78.15% is obtained in correctly classifying 

subjects according to ethnic group membership (Table 20). 
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Table 20 

Percent of Correctly Classified Subjects According 
to Ethnic Membership 

Predicted Group 

Actual Group n Chicano Anglo 

Chicano 59 46 13 

78.0% 22.0% 

Anglo 60 13 47 

21.7% 78.3% 

Note. Percent of "grouped" cases correctly classified is 

78.15%. 

Discussion 

Subjects 

The finding that socioeconomic status is the best pre-

dictor of criminal group membership does not support the 

Criminal Thinking Model. According to the model, criminal 

thinking is just as likely to occur amonth the affluent as 

among poor. One possible explanation, however, is that the 

criminal sample is an incarcerated one that is overly 

represented by the poor as the poor criminals are less likely 

to be out on bond. The strong correlation of SES with 

criminality, therefore, may well be artifact of the subject 

selection process. 

Another variable strongly discriminating criminals from 

noncriminals is age. Again this result of the research is 

explained by the subject selection process. Since the 
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noncriminal sample came partially from a church population 

and churches tend to have a preponderance of older people, it 

follows that the noncriminal sample is found to be signifi-

cantly older than the criminal one. 

Both of these findings tend to further support the 

sociological view of criminality. That is to say that 

economic deprivation and youth minority membership may have 

more to do with criminal behavior than any intrapsychic 

motivation. 

The family-of-origin result is a culturally congruent 

one. It is not surprising to find, as this study does, that 

Anglos come from smaller families than do Chicanas/Chicanos. 

The tendency for Chicanas/Chicanos to marry young coupled 

with their family values account for the larger family-of-

origin size among this ethnic group. 

With regards to the criminality variables, no signifi-

cant difference is found with criminal group membership and 

the following variables: truancy, repeating a grade of 

school, educational difficulties, social difficulties, 

teacher/principal difficulties, number of times convicted 

for a misdemeanor, liking to do daring or thrilling things, 

and feeling full of emergy and restless. It is readily seen 

that the first six variables are poor discriminators of 

criminal membership as these are behaviors common to both 

criminals and noncriminals. The nonsignificant finding of 

the last two variables, however, runs contrary to the 
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Criminal Thinking Model. The model purports that criminals 

engage in crime because of a fascination with the forbidden 

and an almost boundless amount of energy. 

One possible explanation for these negative findings 

is that the fascination with the forbidden is not adequately 

tested with these two items. It is also quite possible that 

most subjects interpreted these items in a very positive 

manner—having varied interests, being active in satisfying 

behaviors, feeling alive, feeling one is a worthwhile person 

who is always busy, etc. Rather than discrediting the Criminal 

Thinking Model, then, these findings indicate that a refinement 

of these items needs to be made. 

The other five criminality variables, however, do predict 

criminal group membership. These variables are number of times 

in prison, number of times arrested but not convicted, number 

of times convicted of a felony, running away from home, and 

age at first sexual intercourse. The first three variables 

obviously discriminate between the two groups as these char-

acteristics inherently define criminal membership. The other 

two variables (i.e. running away from home and age at first 

sexual intercourse) lend support to the Criminal Thinking 

Model. 

It is interesting to note that the difference between 

the criminal mean and noncriminal mean is approximately three 

years (noncriminal = 17.70 years, criminal = 15.53 years). 

The Criminal Thinking Model states that one of the most for-
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bidden adult behaviors is sexual intercourse. It is actually 

the forbiddenness of the sex act that is so attractive to 

criminals. 

The finding that criminals admit to running away from 

home more than do noncriminals also lends further support 

to the Criminal Thinking Model. The criminal has difficulty 

tolerating adversity, assuming obligation or responsible 

initiative and tends to be quite mistrustful. As a result, 

it is not surprising that the criminal has family problems 

and solves his or her problems by running away. The act 

of running away not only takes care of the unpleasantness 

at home, but also has an element of the forbidden in it. 

Leaving home at an early age is the criminal's way of asserting 

the power thrust, pride, uniqueness, and loner patterns. 

Experimental Findings 

The negative findings on the Criminal Personality Subscale 

are not surprising due to the modifications made on Eidinger's 

version. His positive results are likely attributable to 

a naysaying response bias on the part of his subjects. Like 

Eidinger's CPS this CPS has 38 items but unlike Eidinger's 

version, this test has 19 true items and 19 false items. 

Upon further inspection one finds that Eidinger's CPS 

has little, if any, face validity with Yochelson and Samenow's 

Criminal Thinking Model. For example, the item "I can easily 

make other people afraid of me, and sometimes do for the 

fun of it" is scored false! This scoring direction, however, 
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does not reflect two tenets of the Criminal Thinking Model— 

pride and the power thrust. A true response to this item 

reflects, according to the model, the criminal's overevaluation 

of his or her personhood to the detriment of everyone else, 

a need to manage others at their expense, and the criminal's 

need to preserve the self-image of an "in-control" person. 

Other items also lack face validity. It is no surprise then, 

that the CPS is unable to discriminate criminals from non-

criminals with much consistency. 

Although the second hypothesis is not completely supported, 

those tests that do discriminate between criminals and non-

criminals also lend support to the Criminal Thinking Model. 

Of the total number of tests, nine significantly discriminate 

criminals from noncriminals. 

Criminals score higher than noncriminals on scales Pd, L, 

and F of the MMPI. These elevations indicate criminals are 

more likely than noncriminals to have family and authority 

problems, have difficulty admitting to general human 

weaknesses, be morally righteous, and to readily admit to 

unusual thoughts. 

The Criminal Thinking (CT) Model readily predicts these 

findings. Criminals have difficulty relating to their families 

and authority figures largely because of their automatic 

thinking errors. These include the lack of time perspective, 

failure to put oneself in another's position, failure to 

consider injury to others, failure to assume obligation, 
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ownership, lack of trust, and pretentiousness. They tend 

to be overly self-righteous and reluctant in admitting to 

weakness because of their concrete, dichotomous moral and 

religious values. The criminal has an idiosyncratic, saint-

sinner view of religion and tends to be quite judgmental 

towards those that do not adhere to the criminal's standards. 

The admission of unusual thoughts on scale P is merely a 

reflection of the criminal's idiosyncratic worldview. By 

definition it Is unusual. Some examples of the criminal's 

unusual thought patterns are dichotomous thinking, lack of 

object constancy, belief that he/she is not a criminal, and 

the belief that a few good behaviors prove the criminal's 

worthwhileness (Appendix A). 

The fact that noncriminals score significantly higher on 

the Ammons than do criminals, appears at first glance to dis-

credit the CT model. However, a more likely explanation is 

that the more intelligent criminals are not caught as easily 

as the less intelligent ones. Still another factor is the non-

criminal's higher educational level. It follows from the CT 

model that low educational achievement (e.g. dropping out 

correlates highly with authority difficulties, the power thrust, 

and uniqueness characteristics of the criminal. Individuals 

that have difficulty following rules consistently, believe they 

have little of value to learn from teachers, and who feel 

asking for help makes them less worthwhile; are less likely 

to benefit from schooling and more likely to engage in crime. 
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The finding that more criminals than noncriminals are 

depressed is not surprising considering that most of the 

criminal subjects are inarcerated or on probation. Although 

this result is derived from the CAQ Depression (D) second-

order factor, it is also readily evident in several Rotter 

ISB responses. For example, many criminals finish the stem 

"I regret..." with "being in jail," "getting into trouble," 

or "being locked up." The stem "I..." often ends with "wish 

I was free," "was out of here," and "want to be outside." 

Another second-order factor of the CAQ, Psychoticism (P), 

finds criminals have greater elevations on this subscale than 

do noncriminals. The Criminal Thinking Model explains the 

elevated psychoticism score as evidence of the criminals' 

fragmentation characteristic rather than confused psychotic 

ideation. One notes that fragmentation is neither ambivalence 

nor psychotic disorganization. It is, rather, a change in 

viewpoint based upon the criminal's self-serving objectives. 

What is interesting about the criminal and what appears as 

psychoticism is that these viewpoints often change quite 

rapidly. 

Perhaps one of the most interesting and surprising results 

is that of the Rotter Incomplete Sentences Blank (ISB). 

Criminals score significantly higher than noncriminals on the 

total maladjustment score. It is interesting to note that 

Rotter uses a score of 135 as the cutoff between normal and 

pathological individuals and that the overall mean score 
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for 119 subjects is 1331 The difference between the means 

for the two groups is approximately 28 points. This finding, 

then, not only has research significance, but also clinical 

significance in that the respective mean values fall clearly 

within Rotter's values for normal and pathological individuals. 

These results indicate that criminals are highly con-

flicted and maladjusted individuals. There is little doubt 

that the CT model presents criminals as highly conflicted 

individuals. Some of the characteristics contributing to 

conflict are fear, pride, power thrust, fragmentation, and 

perfectionism. The fragmentation characteristic alone is 

enough to make the criminal quite maladjusted. 

It is interesting to find that the Rotter is better able 

to discriminate from noncriminals than the Semantic Criminal 

Thinking Index (SCTI) which is derived from the CT model. 

Perhaps the reason for this difference lies in the poor design 

of the SCTI. Several items such as "police", "can't , and 

"borrow" are fairly obvious and most people are likely to 

give either neutral or positive definitions to these words. 

Still another reason is that many criminals either refused to 

define some words or would misdefine the words. One item, 

"con," is a confounding variable in that the Chicanas/Chicanos 

correctly defined it in Spanish as "with." This definition, 

however, is incorrect in English. 

Results of the second-order factor Tough poise (Ct) 

reveal an interaction effect between group and sex such that 
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the noncriminal females are the most realistic and dispas-

sionate of all four combination groups. The criminal males 

score higher than both the criminal females and the noncriminal 

males. This finding can best be explained in that acts of 

passion are more likely to be perpetrated by criminals and 

males than by noncriminals or females. It is not that males 

or criminals have stronger feelings than do females or 

noncriminals, but rather that males are more likely to act out 

on their negative feelings than are females. Of course, if 

these acts go beyond assertive behavior to acts of violence 

then they are more likely to be committed by criminals. 

Another interaction effect is that of sex with group 

on the CAQ Socialization scale. Criminal males are more 

mature and subdued than criminal females according to their 

higher elevations on this scale. In fact, criminal males 

score the highest and criminal females the lowest. Since 

the items on this second-order factor have a great deal of 

face validity and males are better at manipulating others to 

their advantage, these results further support the CT model. 

Both criminals and males are adept at these social manipula-

tions so as to present themselves in a most favorable light. 

The fact that the criminal males score higher on So than do 

the noncriminal males does not mean that they really behave 

maturely, but rather they misrepresent themselves better than 

the normals. The reason criminals misrepresent themselves 

is that they are more likely to have an ulterior motive. 
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It is interesting to note that the difference between 

the means for criminal and noncriminal males is clinically 

significant as well as research significant. That is to say 

that the mean of 7.25 for the criminal males is more clearly 

an indication of a maturity interpretation than the mean of 

5.67 is for the noncriminal males which lies within normal 

range. Those clinicians unfamiliar with the CT model, then, 

are likely to misinterpret this high So score as a reflection 

of true maturity when it is actually the opposite. 

The third hypothesis regarding no significant differences 

on subscale scores with regards to sex membership is largely 

supported. Only three subscales show significant differences 

(i.e. CAQ-Pp, CAQ-Ct, and CAQ-So). Overall females score 

higher on Pp and Ct and so appear to be more unsocialized, 

realistic and dispassionate than the males. The males, how-

ever, score higher on So and are then, more mature and 

subdued than females. 

What actually may be occurring in the Psychopathic 

Deviate (Pp) results is again the same thing that happens with 

Ct. That is, that the males are more adept at reading the 

implications of certain item responses and are more reluctant 

to present themselves in any but the most favorable light. 

The last hypothesis that there are no significant differ-

ences between Anglos and Chicanas/Chicanos is also largely 

supported. Two tests that show significant differences 

regardless of the statistical manipulations performed are the 
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Ammons and the CAQ-So subscale. When an analysis of variance 

is done, the CAQ-Ct subscale and the L scale of the MMPI are 

significant while a discriminant analysis adds only the CAQ-N 

subscale as a discriminator. 

The result of Anglos scoring higher on the Ammons than 

Chicanas/Chicanos is explained by greater English verbal 

fluency of the former. Since only reading ability is 

ascertained, there is no certainty regarding verbal fluency 

in English. Still another reason for the lower scores by 

Chicanas/Chicanos is that often they gave culturally correct 

responses that are scored incorrect by the Ammons scoring 

criteria. 

On the CAQ-So subscale Chicanas/Chicanos score higher 

than the Anglos. This finding indicates that Chicanas/Chicanos 

are more mature and subdued than their Anglo counterparts. 

This result appears to be a culturally congruent one although 

one cannot rule out the possibility that this cultural group 

is attempting to portray itself in as positive a manner as 

possible. 

The higher scores on the L scale of the MMPI by the 

Chicanas/Chicanos indicate a morally righteous attitude by 

this ethnic group. Closely related to this finding is the 

strong religious values held by Chicanas/Chicanos. It may 

well be that this group more rigidly adheres to religious 

behaviors or that individuals of this culture are more reluc-

tant to admit to minor wrongdoings. 
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The results on the CAQ-N subscale may be actually an 

artifact of the data as at least one individual (noncriminal 

Chicano) had a response pattern similar to the extreme end of 

criminal thinkers. This individual consistently responded more 

like a criminal thinker than the noncriminal subject that he 

was. 

In summary then, this study finds seven psychological 

tests discriminate criminals from noncriminals, three dis-

criminate males from females, and at least two discriminate 

Anglos from Chicanas/Chicanos. The test that most strongly 

discriminates criminals from noncriminals in the Rotter 

Incomplete Sentences Blank. 

However, there are several limitations to this study 

that must be noted. One is that while the Rotter is the best 

test discriminator of group membership it is not the best 

variable discriminator. The best discriminator of whether or 

not a subject is a criminal is indicated by that person's 

socioeconomic status. Some of the test results may have more 

to do with class differences rather than with criminal group 

membership. 

Related to this limitation is the subject selection pro-

cess that has resulted in a disproportionate represention of 

the upper class in the noncriminal group. Unfortunately many 

of the noncriminal subjects came from churches that are 

predominantly middle-class. A more randomized subject 

selection process is needed to control for these class effects. 
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Certainly one reason for the resulting class difference 

between groups is that the criminal Chicano cell is overly 

represented by the lower class. In Hollingshead's Index of 

occupational categories the job of housewife is the next to 

the lowest category! It is no wonder then, that the majority 

of criminal Chicanas who also listed this occupation most often 

fell into the lower class. 

perhaps one of the most disturbing findings is the dif-

ficulty in obtaining Chicana/Chicano subjects that can read 

at the sixth grade level in English. This difficulty in 

meeting the reading criteria affects not only subject 

selection, but also the resulting Amnions' test score difference 

between the two ethnic groups. It is probably a reflection on 

the much greater drop-out rate among Chicanas/Chicanos than 

among Anglos. 

Still another limitation to this study is the use of 

certain instruments. The culture-fairness of the MMPI and 

CAQ tests is questionable. Although the Ammons Quick Test is 

the least biased intelligence test, it cannot be viewed as 

very culture-fair either. The fact that only certain scales 

of both the MMPI and CAQ are used, also further limits the test 

subscale interpretations. 

In spite of its limitations this study demonstrates 

that certain tests (i.e. MMPI, CAQ, and Rotter) significantly 

discriminate criminals from noncriminals; males from females 

(i.e. Pp, Ct, and So subscales from the CAQ), and Anglos from 
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Chicanas/Chicanos (i.e. Ammons, CAQ-So). Perhaps the most 

signifcant and surprising contribution is the discovery of a 

psychological test (i.e. Rotter ISB) that heretofore has not 

been used to diagnose anitsocial personalities. The discovery 

of its significant discriminating ability validates its use 

with forensic populations. 

As a result of the experimental findings several sugges-

tions can be made with regards to the assessment of forensic 

clients. First, when giving the Rotter ISB the test should be 

scored according to the manual's criteria for males and 

females respectively. Second, the MMPI and CAQ should be 

given in their entirety and then special note should be taken 

of scales Pd, L and F of the MMPI and the second-order factors 

of the CAQ. Third, the clinical interview should cover the 

following areas: age at first sexual intercourse, number of 

times client ran away from home, number of times convicted or 

in prison, energy level and fascination with the forbidden. 

While the Criminal Thinking Model is largely supported by 

this study, further research is needed before the model is 

fully supported. Future research should focus on testing 

each of the ten cognitive errors, the criminal's ability to 

reason logically, and each of the criminal personality char-

acteristics elaborated in The Criminal Personality. 
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Appendix A 

CRIMINAL COGNITIVE ERRORS 

1.) Dichotomous thinking - black/white, good/evil, for him/ 
against him. 

2.) Transparency - Everyone knows he/she is a nobody. 

3.) Permanence - This knowledge (that he/she is a nobody) 
is a permanent state. 

4.) Possibility is fact - Wishing for something guarantees 
its possession, wanting an item automatically means the 
criminal "owns" it. 

5.) Good behaviors prove the criminal's worthwhileness -
A few good behaviors affirm the person's goodness no 
matter how many or how horrendous the crimes committed. 

6.) Deficit in recognizing behavior patterns - Similarities 
between interpersonal situations or between individual 
behaviors in similar social situations are difficult to 
discern. 

7.) Deficit in object identification - Criminals have dif-
ficulty taking another person's perspective; they lack 
role-taking skills and lack motivation to learn these 
role-taking skills; and they have difficulty engaging 
in fantasy. 

8.) Lack of object constancy - This error refers to the 
psychodynamic "object" and not necessarily Piaget's 
object constancy. It applies to self as well as others. 

9.) Belief that one can control others without being con-
trolled - Refers to the "pimp-prostitute" manipulative 
relationship of criminals. 

10.) Belief that he/she is not a criminal - Regardless of 
the numbers of crimes or kinds of crimes committed the 
criminal is the last person to call himself/herself a 
criminal. 
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Appendix B 

CODE: 

PERSONAL DATA SHEET 

1) Age: 2) Sex: 3) Ethnicity/Race: 

4) Occupation: 

5) Yearly Earnings: _ 6 ) Religion: 

7) Education: 

a) 1 - 6 years 

b) 7 - 9 years 
c) 10 - 12 years 
d) GED 
e) diploma 
f) 0 - 2 years college ~ 
g) 3 - 4 years college 
h) graduate degree 

8) Number of years lived in the United States 

9) Number of times you had difficulty in school: 

a) truancy 

b) repeated a grade in school 
c) educational difficulties 
d) social difficulties 
e) teacher/principal difficulties 

10) Number of times arrested but not convicted 

11) Number of times convicted for a misdemeanor 

12) Number of times convicted for a felony 

13) Number of times in prison 

14) Number of times in a juvenile detention facility 

15) Age at first sexual intercourse 

16) Size of family (when you were a child) 

17) Size of current family (including yourself) 

18) Have you ever run away from home? Yes No 
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19) Do you like to do daring or thrilling things? 

Yes, frequently ; Sometimes ; No, Never 

20) Do you often feel full of energy or restless? 

Yes, often ; Sometimes ; No, never 
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"Order of MMPI Items of Scales L, F, K, and 
4 Used in 4LKP Text." 
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ORDER ITEM NO.* SCALE ANSWER 

1 291 F T 
2 164 F F 
3 118 4 T 
4 276 F F 
5 210 F T 
6 244 4 T 
7 50 F T 
8 31 F T 
9 216 4 T 

10 245 F T 
11 227 F T 
12 183 4 F 
13 120 L F 
14 200 F T 
15 20 4 F 
16 38 4 T 
17 115 F F 
18 42 4 T 
19 269 F T 
20 177 F F 
21 137 4 F 
22 134 4 F 
23 217 K F 
24 215 F T 
25 211 F T 
26 180 4 F 
27 234 K F 
28 171 4 F 
29 286 F T 
30 173 4 F 
31 141 4 F 
32 134 K F 
33 53 F T 
34 183 K F 
35 96 4 F 
36 168 F T 
37 30 K F 
38 35 F T 
39 368 K F 
40 257 F F 
41 256 F T 
42 32 4 T 
43 209 F T 
44 255 L F 
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ORDER ITEM NO.* SCALE 
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ANSWER 

45 34 F T 
46 83 F F 
47 54 F F 
48 218 F T 
49 202 F T 
50 148 K F 
51 14 F T 
52 84 4 T 
53 146 F T 
54 56 F T 
55 170 K F 
56 107 4 F 
57 40 F T 
58 67 4 T 
59 42 F T 
60 171 K F 
61 112 F F 
62 48 F T 
63 49 F T 
64 322 K F 
65 275 F T 
66 206 F T 
67 201 4 F 
68 110 4 T 
69 289 4 F 
70 248 4 F 
71 121 F T 
72 123 F T 
73 199 F F 
74 258 F F 
75 184 F T 
76 94 4 T 
77 235 4 F 
78 156 F T 
79 294 4 F 
80 225 L F 
81 285 L F 
82 287 4 F 
83 169 F F 
84 127 4 T 
85 102 4 T 
86 205 F T 
87 82 4 F 
88 15 L F 
89 296 4 F 
90 75 L F 
91 60 L F 
92 224 4 T 

93 272 F F 
94 373 K F 
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iRDER ITEM NO.* SCALE ANSWER 

95 246 F T 
96 165 L F 
97 150 L F 
98 220 F F 
99 45 L F 

100 30 L F 
101 61 4 T 
102 272 K F 
103 65 F F 
104 20 F F 
105 17 F F 
106 27 F T 
107 375 K F 
108 160 K F 
109 85 F T 
110 231 4 F 
111 91 4 F 
112 71 K F 
113 39 K F 
114 252 F T 
115 247 F T 
116 195 L F 
117 267 4 F 
118 151 F T 
119 237 4 F 
120 196 F F 
121 8 4 F 
122 370 K F 
123 124 K F 
124 96 K T 
125 180 K F 
126 296 K F 
127 106 4 T 
128 386 K F 
129 170 4 F 
130 215 4 T 
131 135 L F 
132 245 4 T 
133 33 4 T 
134 267 K F 
135 113 F F 
136 37 4 F 
137 185 F F 
138 293 F T 
139 139 F T 
140 35 4 T 
141 316 K F 
142 24 4 T 
143 197 F T 
144 16 4 T 
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ORDER ITEM NO.* SCALE ANSWER 

145 129 K F 
146 284 4 T 
147 138 K F 
148 89 K F 
149 66 F T 
150 21 4 T 
151 372 K F 
152 142 K F 
153 288 F T 
154 239 4 T 
155 155 4 F 
156 90 L F 
157 394 K F 
158 105 L F 

•Taken from Form R of the MMPI 
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Appendix D 

MARK EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TRUE (T) OR FALSE (F) AS IT APPLIES 
TO YOU NOW. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 

5 . 

6. 
7 . 
8. 

9 . 

10. 

11. 
12. 
13. 

14. 
15. 

16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 

20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 

24. 
25 . 

26. 

27, 

28, 

29, 

a 
I 
I 
I 

CPS 

I wake up fresh and rested most mornings. 
I am easily awakened by noise. 
I enjoy detective or mystery stories. 
Once in a while I think of things too bad to talk 
about. 
I feel that it is certainly best to keep my mouth 
shut when I'm in trouble. 
At times I feel like swearing. 
At times I feel like smashing things. 
As a youngster I was suspended from school one or 
more times for cutting up. 
I see things or animals or people around me that 
others do not see. 
I have often wished I were a girl. (Or if you are 

girl) I have never been sorry that I am a girl, 
enjoy reading love stories. 
do not often tease animals. 
never have a strong urge to do something harmful 

or shocking. 
I believe in the second coming of Christ. 
Even though some people are very bossy I never feel 
like doing the opposite of what they request, 
because I know they are right. 
No one has it in for me. 
I believe in a life hereafter. 
I enjoy a race or game better when I bet on it. 
In school I was sometimes sent to the principal 
for cutting up. 
When I get bored I like to stir up some excitement. 
I am not afraid of losing my mind. 
I wish I were not so shy. 
Some of my family have habits that bother and 
annoy me very much. 
I have never been told that I walk in my sleep. 
I have reason for feeling jealous of one or more 
members of my family. 
When things are going wrong I do not feel excitedly 
haPPY/ "°n top of the world." 
I do not believe there is a Devil and a Hell in 
afterlife. 
I like to be with a crowd who play jokes on one 
another. 
There are other interesting parts to the newspaper 
besides the "funnies". 
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30.) _____ It does not bother me that I am not better looking, 
31.) When in a group of people I have trouble thinking 

of the right things to talk about. 
32.) I can easily make other people afraid of me, and 

sometimes do for the fun of it. 
33.) I drink an average amount of water every day. 
34.) I am sure I am being talked about. 
35.) I work under a great deal of tension. 
36.) There never was a time in my life when I liked to 

play with dolls. 
37.) Often I cross the street in order not to meet 

someone I see. 
38.) I hear strange things when I am alone. 
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Appendix E 

CRIMINAL PERSONALITY SUBSCALE ITEM ANALYSIS 

CPS MMPI MMPI SCORED 
ITEM ITEM SCALE RESPONSE 

1 3 Hy,Hs,Pt T 
2 5 D T 
3 12 Hy F 
4 15 L F 
5 26 Hy ,Mf T 
6 30 L,K,D,Hy F 
7 39 K,D F 
8 56 F T 
9 66 F F 
10 74 Mf F 
11 77 Mf T 
12 80 D,Mf T* 
13 97 Sc,Ma T* 
14 98 D F 
15 109 Hy ,Pa T* 
16 110 4 fPg T* 
17 115 F ,Mf F 
18 116 Mf T 
19 118 4 T 
20 181 Ma F 
21 182 D,Pt,Sc T* 
22 201 Hy, 4 F 
23 226 Mf ,Ma F 
24 227 F T* 
25 247 F F 
26 248 4,D T* 
27 249 Mf T* 
28 254 Mf F 
29 256 F T* 
30 262 Mf ,Si T 
31 267 4,K,Hy F 
32 269 F F 
33 279 Hy T 
34 284 Pa, 4 F 
35 290 D F 
36 300 Mf T 
37 344 Pt F 
38 350 Sc F 

*The wording of these items was changed so that they could 
then be scored "True". 
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Appendix F 

SCTI 

Please write what the following words mean to you: 

1. "Boredom" means 

2. "Borrow" means 

3. "Can't" means 

4. "Con" means 

5. "Excitement" means 

6. "Failure" means 

7. "Friend" means 

8. "Hangup" means 

9. "Happy" means 

10. "Lonely" means 

11. "Love" means 
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12. "Paranoid" means 

13. "Perfect Person" means 

14. "Pleasure" means 

15. "Police" means 

16. "Problem" means 

17. "Stupid" means 

18. "Trust" means 

19. "Truth" means 

20. "Weak" means 
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Item 

1.) Boredom 

2.) Borrow 

3.) Can't 

4.) Con 

Criminal Semantics 

Normal Definition 

Ennui or weariness due 
to tedium. 

Receive something that 
belongs to someone else 
with an intention to 
return or repay. 

Refers to inability to 
do something. 

A conscious deception 
for the purpose of 
attaining something; 
a swindle. 

5.) Excitement A "charge" from some-
thing out of the routine, 
a new experience; an ex-
traordinary performance. 

6.) Failure Lack of success, falling 
short, proving inadequate 

Criminal Definition 

Angry, restless 
state of criminal 
who is deterred 
from doing the 
forbidden or is 
not power-thrusting. 

Receive something 
that belongs to 
someone with no 
intention to return 
or repay or with 
unsustained inten-
tion to return or 
repay. 

Refers to refusal 
to do something; 
equivalent to 
"won* t." 

Persuasion (includ-
ing nondeceptive) 
and eventual 
control of another 
person. 

A "charge" usually 
from pursuit and 
conquest, exercise 
of power or control, 
doing the forbidden, 
quick triumph, or 
conquest. 

Not tops, not 
number one - thus, 
a "zero". 
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Item Normal Definition 

7.) Friend 

8.) Hangup 

9.) Happy 

10.)Lonely 

11.)Love 

12.)Paranoid 

A person for whom one 
has affection and regard, 
a person with whom one 
shares. 

Refers to a problem, 
usually a psychologic 
conflict with oneself, 

Pleased, glad, with a 
sense of well-being. 

Without human 
companionship. 

Warm attachment affec-
tion, unselfish concern; 
may be a sexual 
attraction. 

Refers to irrational 
suspicion of others. 
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Criminal Definition 

Used in several 
ways: 
1) A person who 

will do as the 
criminal wants. 

2) Someone who will 
not jeopardize 
him. 

3) An acquaintance 
with whom the 
criminal has 
had a brief, 
casual contact. 

Refers to something 
restraining the 
criminal from what 
he wants to do; an 
external deterrent, 
rather than 
internal (although 
a conscience factor 
may temporarily 
deter him.) 

In a position of 
being top man, a 
powerful person, 
in control of 
others. 

Without someone to 
control, mainly a 
sex partner. 

Usually a sexual 
reference; some-
times refers to a 
transient 
sentimentality. 

Refers to suspicion 
based on something 
that warrants 
suspicion; not a 
reference to an 
abnormal mental 
state. 
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Item Normal Definition 

13.) Perfect Refers to a person who 
Person shows the quality of 

excellence. 

14.) Pleasure Satisfaction, gratifi-
cation, joy. 

15.) Police 

16.) Problem 

17.) Stupid 

18.) Trust 

19.) Truth 

A law enforcement 
officer. 

An unsettled issue, an 
unresolved dilemma in 
living emanating from 
either external or 
internal forces. 

Dull-witted; lacking 
in intelligence; 
sometimes synonymous 
with "foolishness." 

Reliance on ability, 
character, or strength. 

Veracity, full presen-
tation of facts. 
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Criminal Definition 

Refers to a person 
who does everything 
for the criminal, 
who caters to him, 
whom he can control. 

High-voltage excite-
ment, usually 
through doing the 
forbidden. 

Any person who 
checks up on the 
criminal and holds 
him accountable; 
could be a teacher, 
parent, etc. 

A "jam" in which 
the criminal has 
been apprehended 
and held account-
able or a situation 
in which he is 
barred from a 
criminal objective. 

Refers to failure 
of plans to work 
out, so that the 
criminal was 
caught and held 
accountable. 

Refers to control; 
criminal "trusts" 
whomever he can 
control, a person 
who will not oppose 
him and who will 
not "snitch" or 
inform. 

Relating of enough 
of what happened 
to satisfy another 
person while 
leaving a lot or 
most unsaid. 
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Item Normal Definition Criminal Definition 

20.)Weak Feeble, frail, fragile, "Sissy," "lame," 
infirm. lacking guts to 

do the forbidden. 
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Scoring Criteria for the SCTI 

1.) Boredom 

Score 1 - doing nothing, not interesting or challenging, 

not doing something creative, to listen or do something 
you're disinterested in, dull, repition of doing same 
thing over and over, not liking what you do, hum-drum 

Score 2 - not doing anything, nothing to do, temporarily 
understimulated, no clear idea of what to do, unchal-
lenged and unmotivated, being alone, tired and nothing 
to do, tired of something 

Score 3 - you can't find anything to occupy yourself with, 
not happy with what one is doing, lacking resourceful-
ness to entertain, not having anything rewarding -
physically, mentally or intrinsically, wanting to do or 
learn something and unhappy with present situation, you 
feel restless, no fun, something else to do but can't 
find it, without purpose, being idle, restless 

Score 4 - I am bored!, not entertaining, nothing to do and 
feel restless, when your mind or body can't be active, 
having to take this test, feeling down and not having 
anything exciting to do, unhappy, not being able to 
find anything worth doing - yet 

Score 5 - gotten to a point where there is no other option of 
entertainment to fullfill yourself, not having anything 
exciting to do, not having an exciting experience, bored 
of hearing things about oneself, having nothing to do 
and leading to bad consequences, fear of failure 

2.) Borrow 

Score 1 - receive something that belongs to someone else 
with an intention of return or repay, temporarily take 
posession of another's belongings, "to loan" with intent 
of repayment, a loan to be paid back 

Score 2 - asking permission to use another's belongings, 
asking for something you don't have, get a loan of money 
or object from someone, "borrow" means "lend" 

Score 3 - to use something that is not yours, let me use 
something, something that should be done as seldom as 
possible. 
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Score 4 - you'd better give it back. 

Score 5 - make an idiot or fool of yourself, receive some-
thing and intention to return or repay 

3.) Can't 

Score 1 - not possible, not being able to do something, 
whether it is physical or mental, not allowed, believing 
that you can't, not wanting to, limiting yourself, can't 
means won't 

Score 2 - not trying, you think you can not do it, not 
willing to see if you are capable of doing it, giving 
up, means when you don't want to 

Score 3 - No!, you won't or no one will let you, when you 
are cynical, something that can never be done 

Score 4 - you may not do that!, when I don't want to do 
something, makes excuses in order to not do something, 
I can't ever do anything right, when you try to do 
something and don't do it 

Score 5 - it will not be done, unwilling to try or do 
something, won't, you don't want to do what others ask 
you to do, will not do it, won't give nothing, no can 
do! 

4.) Con 

Score 1 - to trick, to get something by unfair or dishonest 
means, to decieve, to bequite someone through manipul-
ation, lies, or half-truths, trying to mislead for self-
gain, make someone do something by devious or untruthful 
means, getting someone to trust you and then taking 
advantage 

Score 2 - fast talking, rip-off artist, play games with 
others, putone on somebody, leading one on, try to 
get away with something, to fool someone, pulling a 
fast-one 

Score 3 - take advantage of other's, weakness, to cheat, 
to persuade other into your way of thinking, someone 
that lays talk on you, try to get something out of 
someone without their knowing it, talking someone into 
something, to bribe someone into something 

Score 4 - when you try to make something happen - that's 
not suppose to, beat someone out of something, taken, 
framed, out-do! 
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Score 5 - means money, to persuade someone to do something 
they really don't want to dof trying to make a better 
living without getting caught, to decieve another so 
that they will do something to my advantage 

5.) Excitement 

Score 1 - to experience a thrill, fun, interesting, new, 
adrenalin rush, anxious to do something, heightened 
feeling of pleasure or thrill, makes you anticipate, 
anxious 

Score 2 - overjoyed, happy, to enjoy greatly 

Score 3 - entertainment, highly stimulated, feeling alive 
with fast flowing adrenalin and heart beating, fun and 
thrilling, excessive mental drive, something that I 
like and different, thrilling, exhilaration, life speed 
up, something challenging, something different 

Score 4 - an activity which usually makes you happy or sad, 
means sex drive - rock & roll, I need excitement 

Score 5 - anything forbidden, juices flow - beer or blood!, 
energized! 

6.) Failure 

Score 1 - not succeed, you didn't reach your goal, unable 
to accomplish some task, not finishing, not at the 
required level, failing, not meeting a standard, missing 
a mark, not completing to one's satisfaction 

Score 2 - not accomplshing what you intended, not try your 
very best, unable to do it, you didn't do it right, not 
doing your best , not making it 

Socore 3 - not successful, when you can't do what you set 
out to do, when someone lets you down, downfall, never 
accomplish anything in life, disappointment to one's 
self 

Score 4 - losing!, losing control, some event has gone wrong, 
something to be avoided 

Score 5 - loss of face! continual disappointment in one's 
own worth, out of control, no good, fail at everything, 
loosing control of my life 
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7.) Friend 

Score 1 - one who cares about your feelings, one who can 
accept you, trust, and a good relationship with, one can 
trust, confide in; someone you can trust, fight with, 
talk to, understand and love; someone you like to help 
and share with, can share with, you can depend on and 
relate to, a rare gift - you feel safe with, cares about 
you and you care about them, one who will listen, under-
stand but not quiz you 

Score 2 - an individual close to you, person you can trust, 
someone who is loyal, someone who cares about you, 
someone who stands by you, someone you can have fun 
with 

Score 3 - a buddy, someone I get along with, a person you 
know, someone who would help when in need, meeting 
somebody and talking to them, a pleasant acquaintance 

8.) Hang Up 

Score 1 - interal conflict, when you are mentally stuck, 
a mental problem/block, a bad personality trait, 
insecure feelings, things that do not let you accomplish 
goals, a trouble in your mind, a problem habit, within 
the individual and not based in reality, a fear, problem 
with accepting something, negative feelings, things 
that bother me, obsessed with something, a mental ab-
beration, a difficulty in emotional function, something 
within yourself that gives you trouble 

Score 2 - feeling uncomfortable in what you are doing, a 
strong opinion about something, never will change, when 
you let something get to you 

Score 3 - a problem or difficulty in one's life, having a 
hard time in deciding what to do, a problem, don't know 
what to do, means trouble, something you're afraid to 
do, something you can't deal with 

Score 4 - something you dislike based on personal biases, 
when you're stuck in something you are trying to do, when 
you can not get away from anyone 

Score 5 - something that stops you, having difficulty in 
doing something you know is wrong, something in your 
way towards your goal 
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9-) HaPPY 

Score 1 - joy in one's life, satisfied, relaxed, contentment, 
fulfillment, feeling good all over, being at ease 
within, everything going fine 

Score 2 - doing something good on occasion, going better 
than expected 

Score 3 - entertainment, alone, something good happens to 
you, delighted, being carefree, jubilant 

Score 4 - nothing could upset you, things going right, not 
being bored 

Score 5 - be on top of the world, be in control 

10.) Lonely 

Score 1 - no one to share with, no one to talk to, all alone 
-even in a crowd, a feeling of isolation—no one to 
share with, a feeling of being alone, to need company, 
by yourself and can't relate to others, sad without 
friends, no companionship, feeling alienated, being 
alone when you want to be with others 

Score 2 - not being comfortable by yourself, when you are 
down, be without understanding 

Score 3 - no one around, not having someone when you need 
them, no one cares! feeling abandoned, no one loves 
you! sad and bored—don't know what to do, when you 
have too much time on your hands 

Score 4 - not being able to stand yourself (zero state), 
feelig sorry for yourself, self-pity 

Score 5 - without someone to control 

11.) Love 

Score 1 - more than friendship, sensitivity for others, 
warmful feelings towards someone, caring and sharing, 
friendship, want to touch and hold—be with, caring 
in that special way, ability to share yourself, com-
mitting to another, intimate feelings, unselfish caring 
for another, strong positive emotion, tender feelings 
and caring, oneness with another person 

Score 2 - acceptance, someone who's like you, being together 
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Score 3 - who know's? wanted and beautiful, being jealous, 

love means success 

Score 4 -

Score 5 -

12.) Paranoid 

Score 1 - fear of everything, feeling of persecution not 

warranted by anything factual, unreasoable fear, feelings 
are imagined or unrealistic, unrealictis fear that 
others are out to get you, abnormally afraid or 
suspicious, unduly suspicious of others 

Score 2 - guilt, feeling that you will be harmed, to be 
afraid or worry too much about something 

Score 3 - afraid of something, apprehensive, scared, someone 
out to get you, always looking over your shoulder, fear 
of something bad happening, cornered 

Score 4 - lost and doesn't know what's going on 

Score 5 -

13.) Perfect Person 

Score 1 - does no wrong, someone who strives to always be 
right, God or Christ, unachievable ideal, an ideal, 
no faults or hang ups, there is no such person, if they 
are perfect they're not human, makes no mistakes; never 
errs 

Score 2 - doesn't exist, never gets into trouble 

Score 3 - a total bore! 

Score 4 - has everything and never gets into trouble 

Score 5 -

14.) Pleasure 

Score 1 - a likeable pleasure, doing things you like to do, 
doing things pleasurable for others, gratification, 
something enjoyable, a positive feeling, pleasant feeling, 
good physical/mental feeling, feels nice, liking what 
you are doing, satisfaction of a need or want 
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Score 2 - emotions that satisfy the body, a state of mind 
in which you are content, feeling, usually something 
that is bad for you but necessary 

Score 3 - sensual, pleasures stemming from objects—not 
people, not feeling guilty about what one does, things 
being the way I want them to be, accomplishing what 
I set out to do, usually something that is bad for you 
but necessary 

Score 4 - enjoying being with a woman (man), cigarettes, 
etc., excitement, fulfill one's cravings 

Score 5 - lack of police 

15.) Police 

Score 1 - protectors of law enforcement, emergency help, 
trained specialists, authority—someone to respect, 
dedicated to uphold the law, work to protect the rights 
of others, make sure rules are obeyed 

Score 2 - law and order (sometimes), authority—control, 
control or controlling element, good person when he 
does what he's suppose to, someone who keeps you out 
of trouble 

Score 3 - law, enforcement, enforcement of law, being in 
trouble with the law, (hold accountable) 

Score 4 - be careful, some are good some are pain in the 
ass—always starting something, letting your job go 
to your head but need them 

Score 5 - low life, to be avoided because they all think 
they are better, they often abuse people, being 
controlled, out to get you when you break the law, 
power, means trouble 

16.) Problem 

Score 1 - something is wrong, having trouble with something, 
something needing a solution, situation difficult to 
deal with, something you don't know how to handle, may 
cause discomfort, when you do not know what to do, 
something inside you over which you have no control 

Score 2 - a temporary setback, troubled about something, 
something that causes turmoil, something one is unable 
to cope or deal with, when things just don't go right 
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Score 3 - something that needs to be surmounted, a challenge, 
something which causes one not to succeed, obstacle that 
needs to be dealt with, an obstacle in your way, dif-
ficulties encountered that against your plan, something 
to cause a stop in the flow 

Score 
can 
4 - something which is causing resistance, when you 
an't do something right 

Score 5 - problem means police 

17.) Stupid 

Score 1 - lack of logic, dumb, lack of knowledge, ignorant, 
unable, lack of good sense, foolishly making a mistake, 
ignoring problems, foolish or narrow-minded, not bright 

Score 2 - not thinking clearly or carefully, someone who 
doesn't listen to what's being said, doing something 
crazy, not thinking correctly, not using common sense, 
exhibiting somewhat unacceptable behaviors 

Score 3 - not thinking, someone does something without 
thinking, trying to hurt yourself, a mistake made 
repeatedly,lack of using good sense, a word used in 
anger when a person doesn't do what's expected, you are 
not smart, failing to learn from one's mistake 

Score 4 - causes harm when they know it will, like when 
person goes around committing a dumb act which causes 
him to get caught, not using your mind right, someone 
who refuses to listen to what's being said, someone 
who acts like they know everything, incompetent 
asinine people! without reason and without thinking 

Score 5 - stupid means careless, careless or unthought action 
that can cause harm, the judges as an example 

18) Trust 

Score 1 - a thread that binds good relationship, a bond 
between people where the individual can share intimate 
information without concern, to confide, someone can 
believe everything you do, to have faith in and depend 
upon, to know what a person will do after making an 
agreement, to be honest 

Score 2 - friend, blind faith, caring 

Score 3 - to trust someone not to let you down, reliability, 
dependable 
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Score 4 - having to trust someone, someone that gives you 
something and they tell you they won't do you wrong 
although they know its wrong, able to let someone do 
something that won't hurt you, you can tell someone 
something and count on them to say nothing even though 
they know it's wrong 

Score 5 - making sure they are not the police 

19.) Truth 

Score 1 - to give accurate and complete information, honesty 
in relating events, to tell what really happens, never 
to lie, not deceiving, to tell it the way it is, 
veracity, present the objective facts, honest 

Score 2 -

Score 3 - believing in someone and agreeing on what they 
say, realizing that no one person has a corner on that 
market, being able to tell the truth, that which seems 
to be correct at the time 

Score 4 - mutual understanding and agreement, not having 
to think of a lie, truth means what you believe 

Score 5 - what other people want to hear, whatever it needs 
to be, means nothing to police in court 

20.) Weak 

Score 1 - frail, not strong, physically unable, needing 
support, lacking in something, something diluted, not 
operating at full strength, to lack strength: physical, 
emotional, convictional, and spiritual, powerless, 
without strength, meek, feeble, deficit 

Score 2 - not having the backbone to do what's right, not 
using your mental or physical abilities, not trying, 
always having to bring your problems to somebody, 
someone that cannot trust himself, being narrow-minded, 
when you just can't take things as they are 

Score 3 - inability to stand firm, vulnerable 

Score 4 - that part of yourself that others are able and 
will take advantage of, refusing to use one skills to 
their maximum potential, anyone could get to you, 
"whimp", to find some area of vulnerability 

Score 5 - "sissy," "a pushover," 
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Draw-A-Circle Test Instructions 

Introduce the test to the examinee with these words "I 

would like for you to pretend that this blank sheet of paper 

is your world right now. In the envelope in front of you 

there are several circles of different sizes. I would like 

for you to now select the circle size that best 

represents you in your world and trace its outline on the 

paper before you." 

The examiner is to offer no further assistance except 

to verify that the examinee understands the instructions. 

Be certain that the examinee understands that the circle—not 

the paper—is to represent her or him. 
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PURPOSE 

The purpose of this research is to study thinking 
processes as revealed in a psychological test battery. You 
will be taking a total of seven tests and filling a personal 
data sheet. All test forms in your folder will have the same 
code number written in red ink. The entire battery will take 
anywhere from one to three hours. If you wish to receive 
individual feedback on your performance, tear off the bottom 
of the Personal Data Sheet and keep it as a reminder of your 
code number. On the back of this torn off sheet is the name 
and phone number where you can reach this experimenter. All 
identifying information (informed consent forms) will be left 
locked in a file cabinet at Hillside Center Dallas County 
MHMR with Dr. Frank Lewis, the Forensic Unit Coordinator. 
If you have any questions about this procedure, feel free 
to ask now. 
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INSTRUCTION SHEET 

General; 

Fill in all blanks 
Do the tests in the order they are presented. 
Respond to items based on your thoughts and feelings at this 
moment. 

Personal Data Sheet: 

4) Occupation - put housewife if you are a woman and are 
not paid for your work. If you are unemployed put 
"unemployed" and the job you last had. 

5) Yearly Earnings - Refers to gross earnings. 
9) Number of times you had difficulty in school: 

c) educational - (reading, math, etc.) 
d) social - (peer relations, how you got along with 

others) 
16) Size of family when you were a child - include yourself 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM 

I, do hereby consent to 
participate in an investigation of thinking patterns conducted 
by Patsy Alvarez Diaz or her representative. I understand 
that I will be asked to fill out a personal data sheet and to 
take seven psychological tests. 

I understand that my name will not be used on any of the 
findings or reports from this study and that the test materials 
will remain confidential. There is no risk involved during 
my participation in this investigation. 

I understand that the procedure to be performed is research 
in nature and that I have the option of withdrawing my consent 
at any time. I understand that my participation in or 
withdrawal from this study will not affect the services 
offered me. 

I have heard a clear explanation and understand the nature 
and purpose of this study. With my understanding of this 
information, I voluntarily consent to the procedure stated. 

DATE SIGNED 

WITNESS WITNESS 
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Appendix M 

Table 1 

Means, Ranges and Standard Deviations of All 
Test Subscales 

Test Means Range 
Standard 
Deviation 

Amnions 100.55 55.00-135.00 15.685 

Pd 19.49 9.00-37.00 6.844 

L 4.14 0.00-12.00 2.461 

F 6.64 0.00-30.00 6.627 

K 14.20 2.00-51.00 6.451 

CPS 22.71 13.00-33.00 3.695 

DAC 5.54 1.00-8.00 1.779 

SCTI 1.49 1.04-3.27 0.351 

Rotter 133.33 81.05-218.00 26.269 

CAQ-G 5.59 1.00-9.00 1.704 

CAQ-N 5.82 1.00-10.00 1.886 

CAQ-Pp 5.28 1.00-10.00 1.917 

CAQ-Ex 5.17 0.60-8.90 1.609 

CAQ-Ax 5.47 1.60-8.80 1.538 

CAQ-Ct 5.80 1.00-10.00 1.811 

CAQ-In 5.66 0.80-8.60 1.664 

CAQ-Se 5.75 0.30-10.00 2.145 

CAQ-So 6.03 1.80-10.00 1.716 

CAQ-D 5.21 0.90-10.00 2.387 

CAQ-P 5.76 0.30-10.00 2.511 

CAQ-Ne 5.02 1.30-8.80 1.573 
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Note. n=19 

All Rotters were scored by two judges. The average values 

between the judges are presented. 
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Appendix M 

Table 2 

Three-Way Analyses of Variance for Significant 
Test Variables 

Test Source SS df MS F 

Ammons G 10047.67 1 10047.67 78.00*** 

E 4558.34 1 4558.34 35.39*** 

error 14297.96 111 128.81 

Pd G 1168.39 1 1168.39 30.26*** 

error 4285.90 111 38.61 

L G 58.87 1 58.87 11.21** 

E 38.67 1 38.67 7.36* 

error 583.16 111 5.25 

F G 734.47 1 734.47 19.42*** 

error 4197.75 111 37.82 

Pp S 60.40 1 60.40 20.15*** 

SxE 22.40 1 22.40 7.47* 

error 332.66 111 3.00 

Ex G 17.91 1 17.91 7.28* 

error 273.21 111 2.46 

Ct S 19.94 1 19.94 7.27* 

E 19.14 1 19.14 6.98* 

SxG 24.82 1 24.82 9.05* 

error 304.31 111 2.74 

In G 27.15 1 27.15 11.03*** 

error 273.12 111 2.46 
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Test Source SS df MS F 

So S 21.65 1 21.65 9.18* 

E 22.35 1 22.35 9.48* 

SxG 31.67 1 31.67 13.43*** 

error 261.71 111 2.36 

D G 114.59 1 114.59 24.99*** 

error 508.90 111 4.59 

P G 92.00 1 92.00 16.65*** 

error 613.17 111 5.52 

Rotter G 24135.37 1 24135.37 47.30*** 

error 56643.69 111 510.30 

Note. G = Group (criminal, noncriminal), E = Ethnic (Anglo, 

Chicano/Chicana), and S = Sex. 

*£<.01. **2 <.001. ***2 <.0001. 
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Table 3 

Correlations Between Cononical Discriminant Functions 
and Discriminating Variables for Group 

SES .4456 

Ammons .4003 

Rotter .3250 

Pd .3053 

Convicted felony .2840 

CAQ-D .2516 

F .2246 

CAQ-P .2154 

Times in Prison .1894 

Current Family .1891 

Age .1875 

K .1824 

Times Arrested .1771 

Runaway .1764 

CAQ-In .1664 

First sex .1567 

CAQ-Ax .1446 

CAQ-Ex .1381 

CAQ-N .1162 

L .1067 

Misdemeanor .1063 
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Variable 

DAC 

SCTI 

CAQ-Ct 

CAQ-SO 

CAQ-Pp 

Repeat Grade 

Teacher 

FOOS 

Energy 

Truancy 

Educ. Diff. 

CAQ-Ne 

Social Diff. 

CPS 

Thrills 

CAQ-G 

Sex 

Ethnic 

Religion 

CAQ-Se 

129 

Correlations 

. 1 0 1 4 

. 0 9 9 7 

. 0 9 4 5 

. 0 8 8 6 

. 0 8 0 8 

. 0 5 9 1 

. 0 5 1 4 

. 0 4 4 7 

. 0 4 3 4 

. 0 3 3 9 

. 0 2 8 6 

. 0 2 8 1 

. 0 2 3 0 

. 0 1 6 9 

. 0 1 5 9 

. 0 0 9 4 

. 0 0 7 2 

. 0 0 4 7 

. 0 0 0 9 

. 0 0 0 7 

Note. Variables are ordered by the function with largest 

correlation and the magnitude of that correlation. 
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